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AbsTrACT
Over 2.5 million gastrointestinal endoscopic procedures 
are carried out in the United Kingdom (UK) every year. 
Procedures are carried out with local anaesthetic r with 
sedation. Sedation is commonly used for gastrointestinal 
endoscopy, but the type and amount of sedation 
administered is influenced by the complexity and nature 
of the procedure and patient factors. The elective and 
emergency nature of endoscopy procedures and local 
resources also have a significant impact on the delivery 
of sedation. In the UK, the vast majority of sedated 
procedures are carried out using benzodiazepines, 
with or without opiates, whereas deeper sedation 
using propofol or general anaesthetic requires the 
involvement of an anaesthetic team. Patients undergoing 
gastrointestinal endoscopy need to have good 
understanding of the options for sedation, including the 
option for no sedation and alternatives, balancing the 
intended aims of the procedure and reducing the risk of 
complications. These guidelines were commissioned by 
the British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) Endoscopy 
Committee with input from major stakeholders, to 
provide a detailed update, incorporating recent advances 
in sedation for gastrointestinal endoscopy.
This guideline covers aspects from pre- assessment of 
the elective ’well’ patient to patients with significant 
comorbidity requiring emergency procedures. Types 
of sedation are discussed, procedure and room 
requirements and the recovery period, providing 
guidance to enhance safety and minimise complications. 
These guidelines are intended to inform practising 
clinicians and all staff involved in the delivery of 
gastrointestinal endoscopy with an expectation that this 
guideline will be revised in 5- years’ time.

ExECuTivE summAry of rECommEndATions
Type of sedation
1. We recommend that sedation providers should 
tailor the doses dependent on patient factors, 
procedure type and duration, and complexity

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recom-
mendation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
2. We recommend the provision of inhalational 

agents to provide the patient with an alternative to 
sedation

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recom-
mendation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

Patient information, choice and expectations
3. We recommend that patients receive compre-
hensive information about what to expect from the 
sedation and sensory experience of the procedure.

Grade of evidence: High. Strength of recommen-
dation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
4. We recommend that patients are involved in 

shared decision- making, where possible, when 
choosing which sedative medication (if any) to 
proceed with during an endoscopic procedure.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommen-
dation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
5. We recommend that patient comfort should be 

continually assessed during the procedure and seda-
tion/analgesia titrated appropriately.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommen-
dation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
6. We recommend that patient experience of 

comfort and sedation should be measured and 
recorded.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommen-
dation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
7. We recommend the use of non- pharmacological 

interventions, such as auditory or visual distraction, 
to reduce patient anxiety.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recom-
mendation: Moderate.

Level of agreement: 100%

Pre-assessment
8. To reduce the risk of sedation- related compli-
cations, we recommend pre- assessment to balance 
the indication and intended aim of the procedure 
against the physical status of the patient.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recom-
mendation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 84.6%
9. In patients with obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) 

and/or a high body mass index (BMI) (≥35 kg/
m2) we recommend pre- assessment and enhanced 
periprocedural monitoring as these patients may be 
at an increased risk of periprocedural apnoea.
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Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

Procedure room requirements
10. We recommend that all patients undergoing gastrointes-
tinal endoscopy (sedated or unsedated) have monitoring of 
pulse, blood pressure, oxygen saturations and respiration rates 
as a minimum before and after the procedure. We recommend 
supplemental oxygen where any level of sedation is used

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
11. Electrocardiography (ECG) monitoring is not recom-

mended routinely for patients requiring gastrointestinal endos-
copy with minimal sedation.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
12. We recommend that where the endoscopist–sedationist 

administers sedation and also performs the procedure, there 
must be at least an appropriately trained second member of the 
team monitoring the patient’s status.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
13. We recommend that an accurate, contemporaneous record 

of all drugs is completed and becomes part of the patient record 
and endoscopy report. This should include additional drugs (eg, 
hyoscine) used to assist endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
14. We recommend that for patients undergoing endoscopy 

under deep sedation (propofol) or general anaesthetic, ECG, 
automated non- invasive blood pressure, capnography and core 
body temperature should be monitored and recorded.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

sedation protocol
15. We recommend governance oversight of the process of seda-
tion for endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%

recovery and discharge
16. We recommend that monitoring of sedation should extend 
into the recovery period until the patient’s conscious state 
has consistently returned to baseline. This requires sufficient 
staff trained in sedation, monitoring and the recognition of 
complications.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
17. We recommend that the endoscopist–sedationist should be 

responsible for ensuring the safe and complete recovery of the 
patient after endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
18. We recommend that patients should be formally assessed 

for suitability for discharge. This should be documented 

to demonstrate recovery from sedation and the absence of 
complications.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
19. We recommend that patients receiving sedation and/

or analgesia for endoscopy should not drive a vehicle or ride 
a bicycle, operate machinery, sign legal documents or make 
important decisions, or drink alcohol for 24 hours after the 
procedure.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
20. We recommend that all patients and any carers providing 

support after the procedure should receive clear instructions and 
advice for late recovery, in verbal and written form that includes 
contact information.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

Complications related to sedation and reversal agents
21. In patients with opiate or benzodiazepine- induced respira-
tory depression during or following endoscopy, we recommend 
the use of a relevant reversal agent.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
22. We recommend that only low- strength midazolam (1 mg/

mL) is stocked and used instead of high- strength midazolam to 
reduce the risk of adverse events related to oversedation.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
23. We recommend that all endoscopy rooms (or units) stock 

flumazenil and naloxone; and all endoscopy clinical staff should 
be aware of where they are stored and how to access them in 
case of sedation- related emergencies.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
24. We recommend that all cases of benzodiazepine or 

opiate toxicity, requiring the use of reversal should be reported 
through local incident reporting systems, and any lessons learnt 
disseminated.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
25. We do not recommend routine benzodiazepine reversal 

after gastrointestinal endoscopy in patients receiving conscious 
sedation with a benzodiazepine.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: emergency endoscopy in the sick 
patient
26. In the critically ill patient requiring emergency endoscopy, 
we recommend discussion with the anaesthetic team about the 
choice of sedation technique and the appropriateness of escala-
tion to critical care.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
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special considerations: upper gastrointestinal endoscopy
27. There is no evidence to suggest that the combination of throat 
spray and sedation increases the risk of aspiration, although we 
advise caution in those at increased risk of aspiration.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
28. We recommend that deep sedation may be required for 

specific upper gastrointestinal procedures, such as polypectomy/
resection of neoplasia, endoscopic bariatric surgery and foreign 
body retrieval.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: endoscopic ultrasound (Eus)/
endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography (ErCP)
29. We suggest that minimal/moderate sedation is usually 
adequate in diagnostic EUS and level 1/level 2 ERCP.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 100%
30. We suggest that complex ERCP, therapeutic EUS and 

combined EUS+ERCP procedures are performed with deep 
sedation/general anaesthesia.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: device-assisted enteroscopy (dAE)
31. We recommend that conscious sedation, deep sedation and 
general anaesthesia (GA) are all options for DAE. The choice of 
sedation should be dependent on patient and procedural factors 
and local resources.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: transnasal endoscopy (TnE)
32. We recommend unsedated TNE as an acceptable alternative 
to conventional oral endoscopy for routine diagnostic upper 
endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: lower gastrointestinal endoscopy
33. We recommend for colonoscopy that alternatives to sedation, 
including no sedation, inhalational agents and other adjuncts, 
are considered.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
34. We suggest that lower gastrointestinal endoscopy with 

deep sedation (propofol) or general anaesthesia should be avail-
able for selected patients undergoing planned prolonged proce-
dures or complex endotherapy.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: high-risk groups
35. We recommend that clinicians fully discuss with patients at 
an increased risk from sedation for endoscopy (eg, due to age, 
frailty or comorbidity), the benefits and potential risks of seda-
tion and alternatives to sedation, including no sedation.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%

36. We recommend that frail, elderly or comorbid (American 
Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade 3 or greater) patients 
are given half or less of the dose required for younger healthy 
patients and smaller incremental doses, if required.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
37. We suggest that patients with established cardiovascular 

disease at high risk of cardiac dysrhythmias undergo ECG moni-
toring and be given supplemental oxygen during endoscopy with 
sedation.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 84.6%
38. We recommend that patients at risk of myocardial isch-

aemia during endoscopy with sedation should continue their 
normal anti- anginal therapy and receive supplemental oxygen 
before, during and after endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
39. We recommend that patients with decompensated chronic 

liver disease undergoing endoscopy with sedation should be 
assessed for hepatic encephalopathy prior to endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
40. We recommend that patients undergoing endoscopy, with 

hepatic encephalopathy or chronic liver disease with ASA grade 4 
or higher, should have this undertaken with anaesthetic support.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
41. We recommend adjunctive non- invasive ventilation and 

the use of high- flow oxygen in patients with chronic progres-
sive neuromyopathic disorders and severely impaired respiratory 
function (forced vital capacity <50%) undergoing endoscopy 
with conscious sedation.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
42. We recommend that patients with renal impairment (esti-

mated glomerular filtration rate <30 mL/min/1.73 m2) under-
going endoscopy with sedation should have their doses of 
opioids or benzodiazepines reduced.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
43. We recommend the use of adjunctive non- invasive venti-

lation (NIV) and high- flow oxygen in patients with respiratory 
failure undergoing endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

special considerations: pregnancy and breast feeding
44. We recommend that sedation providers should be aware 
of the actions and interactions of sedative agents in pregnant 
women, including the increased risk of aspiration.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
45. The use of diazepam in the first trimester has been asso-

ciated with congenital malformations, whereas no associations 
have been reported for midazolam. We recommend single doses 
of midazolam for endoscopic procedures during pregnancy if 
clinically necessary.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
46. We recommend that fentanyl, propofol and nitrous oxide 

(Entonox) can safely be used in pregnancy
Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
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Level of agreement: 100%
47. We recommend that breast feeding does not need to be 

suspended after a single intravenous dose of midazolam, fentanyl 
or pethidine or when used in combination, or after administra-
tion of propofol.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

other special considerations: including transition group and 
learning difficulties
48. We recommend that young patients undergoing endos-
copy should participate in a structured transition programme, 
including education around the choice of sedative agents.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
49.We recommend that information about the risks and bene-

fits of endoscopy with sedation should be tailored to the indi-
vidual young person.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
50. We recommend that in patients with cognitive impairment 

and or learning disability, an assessment of capacity is carried out 
to inform the discussion around choice of sedation.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
51. We recommend that if during a sedated endoscopy, the 

patient appears to be tolerating the procedure poorly, the endos-
copist should stop the procedure (if safe to do so) in order to 
assess the patient’s wishes and decide if the procedure should be 
abandoned and alternatives arranged.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%

special considerations: lone working
52. We recommend that a minimum of two appropriately trained 
endoscopy assistants are required for endoscopic procedures in 
which sedation has been administered.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
53. We recommend that sedation should be administered only 

if there is immediate access to the resources (staff and facilities) 
required to manage complications of sedation

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

Training
54. We recommend that all endoscopy staff responsible for assess-
ment of risk, administering sedation and monitoring of patients, 
undergo formal training in the recognition and management of 
related complications, and this should be a continuing process

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

PATiEnT/lAy summAry
introduction
Gastrointestinal endoscopy procedures are those where flexible 
cameras are inserted into the gut, to investigate patient symp-
toms or monitor diseases. The type of camera used and length of 

the examination can be varied. Some cameras also have an ultra-
sound probe attached to obtain extra images, and small samples 
can be taken to make or confirm a diagnosis or assess severity 
of a disease. Procedures can either be done unsedated with a 
local anaesthetic (‘throat spray’) alone or in combination with a 
sedative drug and/or painkiller. Sedation can help to make some 
examinations more comfortable or tolerable. The type of seda-
tion administered is dependent on the nature and complexity of 
the procedure and also patient and local factors.

methodology
These guidelines have been produced by the BSG Endoscopy 
Committee with other stakeholders. Two patient representa-
tives formed part of the guideline development group (GDG). 
A comprehensive literature search was conducted followed by 
several meetings of the GDG. The final recommendations after 
four rounds of voting by the experts/GDG members form the 
basis of this guideline.

Patient information
A significant number of patients are anxious prior to an endos-
copy. Patients should receive comprehensive information about 
what to expect from the sensation of the procedure and effects 
of any sedative drug, to provide better understanding. Patients 
should be involved in shared decision- making when choosing 
which sedative medication (if any) to proceed with during an 
endoscopic procedure.

Provision of sedation
Sedation can sometimes be associated with unwanted compli-
cations. Clinicians need to weigh the benefits and risks of seda-
tion to ensure that the patient has good or acceptable tolerance 
of the procedure while achieving the aim of the procedure and 
minimising unwanted side effects. This process starts from the 
pre- assessment when patients’ medical history is carefully scru-
tinised. Certain medical conditions, such as kidney, liver, chest 
or heart problems, or older age, may make the patient more 
susceptible to the effects of sedative drugs or increase the risk 
of aspiration (stomach contents inadvertently going into the 
lungs), and these are taken into account when sedation is consid-
ered. Some patients may require the involvement of anaesthetic 
doctors to provide them with a deeper level of sedation or even 
a general anaesthetic. The critical care team should be involved 
when a very unwell patient requires a sedated endoscopy, if 
deemed appropriate. All such patients should have a clear plan 
of the ‘ceiling of care’ outlined in their records.

Patient monitoring
This guideline provides recommendations for the monitoring 
equipment the patient needs before, during and after the proce-
dure, depending on the type of sedation and for when the 
patient can be safely discharged. Where the clinician administers 
sedation and also performs the procedure, there must be at least 
an appropriately trained second member of the team present to 
monitor the patient. Patient comfort should be assessed routinely 
during the procedure and sedation/pain medication adjusted 
accordingly with additional medication given as required and 
recorded, in a safe fashion. Additional interventions, such as 
music, can also help to alleviate anxiety for some patients.

In cases where deeper levels of sedation are used, greater moni-
toring is required with a heart rhythm trace (ECG) in addition 
to blood pressure, pulse, oxygen levels and body temperature.
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Sometimes complications associated with sedation occur. This 
guideline informs clinicians on when a reversal agent should be 
used to counter the effects of sedative drugs and highlights the 
importance of all endoscopy staff being aware of where these 
drugs are kept in case of emergencies. Sedation should only be 
administered if there is immediate access to the resources (staff 
and facilities) to manage any complications that might arise. In 
addition, only lower strengths of the sedative drug midazolam 
should be stocked to prevent inadvertent oversedation. Any 
occurrence of oversedation that requires a reversal agent needs 
to be reported through local safety incident reporting systems, 
and lessons learnt should be shared within the organisation.

Patient discharge
Patients should be formally assessed for suitability for discharge. 
This should be documented to demonstrate recovery from seda-
tion and the absence of complications. With the majority of 
sedative drugs, a responsible adult is required to accompany the 
patient home as these drugs can last for up to 24 hours in the 
body after the procedure. Patients are also advised not to drive 
or operate machinery for the first 24 hours after having seda-
tion. Clear instructions should be provided at discharge for late 
recovery with appropriate contact information.

specific patient groups
This guideline also covers sedation for specific groups. There are 
certain procedures where a deeper level of sedation is recom-
mended. Examples include patients with reduced conscious level 
due to advanced liver disease, when the camera goes deep into 
the small bowel, when a pancreatic cyst requires drainage or 
when a metal/plastic tube is inserted into the bile duct (thera-
peutic ERCP). Smaller doses of sedation should be used in the 
elderly or in patients with kidney or liver failure. Additional 
heart trace monitoring (ECG) is recommended in patients who 
have heart disease with a history of significant abnormal heart 
rhythms. Breathing machines can be used as an adjunct when 
using sedation in patients with significant chest and neurological 
disorders.

A thin camera via the nose (TNE) which can be carried out 
without sedation, is a reasonable alternative to oral endoscopy 
in specific groups of patients. For camera tests of the large bowel 
(colonoscopy), alternatives to sedation such as inhaled gases (eg, 
nitrous oxide/Entonox) can also be considered as an adjunct, 
but deeper sedation may be required for planned prolonged or 
complex procedures. Special consideration is given to younger 
people (16–18 year olds), who should be invited to a structured 
transition programme where education around the choice of 
sedative agents used for endoscopic procedures are covered. The 
key to a good patient experience is balancing communication, 
understanding and expectations.

Some patients who require endoscopy might have a learning 
disability. Information about the endoscopic procedure, 
including a description of the use and risks of sedation, should 
be provided in a format that is tailored to the patient’s needs and 
preferred method of communication. Sufficient time should be 
employed to allow the patient to ask questions.

If during a sedated endoscopy, a patient appears to be toler-
ating the procedure poorly, the clinician should stop the proce-
dure in order to assess the patient’s capacity and wishes. Further 
sedation may be appropriate. If the patient has capacity but indi-
cates withdrawal of consent, the procedure should be stopped 
(unless this would result in immediate patient harm).

This guideline also provides recommendations on which 
sedative drugs can safely be used in the pregnant patient and 
highlights the increased risk of aspiration in pregnancy. Mothers 
are safe to breast feed after endoscopy with the vast majority of 
drugs used.

Training
This guideline recommends that all endoscopy staff involved in 
providing sedation have formal training in sedation practices 
and that this is a continuing process. Every hospital should have 
a sedation committee to ensure safe practice is carried out and 
monitored.

inTroduCTion
In the United Kingdom, over 2.5 million gastrointestinal endo-
scopic procedures are carried out annually. The majority are 
performed with local anaesthetic or conscious sedation, with 
deep sedation and general anaesthetic support being used for a 
minority of procedures. In the last decade, both the complexity 
and volume of endoscopic procedures undertaken have increased. 
There is a need for better patient experience and tolerance in 
line with patient expectation and acceptability. The increased 
use of sedation brings safety concerns. The main objectives of 
these guidelines are to provide evidence- based recommendations 
on the evaluation of adult patients undergoing gastrointestinal 
endoscopy with or without sedation, the roles and competencies 
required for clinicians to safely deliver sedation, the minimum 
monitoring requirements and the prevention and management 
of adverse events from sedation. This guideline encompasses the 
commonly used drugs for sedation, interactions and postpro-
cedure discharge criteria. The indications and criteria for deep 
sedation or general anaesthetic for endoscopic procedures by 
anaesthesiologists are also detailed. These guidelines update the 
previous 2013 guidelines.1

dEvEloPmEnT of GuidElinEs
This guideline was commissioned by the BSG Endoscopy 
Committee and developed in collaboration with representatives 
from key stakeholders, including the Joint Advisory Group on 
GI Endoscopy (JAG), the Royal College of Anaesthetists (RCoA) 
and the British Society of Gastroenterology Nurses Association 
(BSGNA). The aim of the guideline is to review and update 
the previous 2013 guideline, encompassing advances and the 
complexity of endoscopic procedures carried out currently. The 
guideline development group (GDG) members were selected 
from the BSG Endoscopy Committee as well as representatives 
from affiliated committees and stakeholder organisations. The 
BSG also advertised for two other members of the BSG (not 
members of the Endoscopy Committee) to apply for positions 
within the GDG, via submission of a curriculum vitae and 
supporting statement. Two patient representatives were also 
invited to form part of the GDG, one through the Royal College 
of Physicians Patient Involvement Unit.

The GDG met via multiple teleconferences using both Micro-
soft Teams and face- to- face meetings. The domains for the guide-
line were discussed in detail. As these guidelines have an impact 
on several groups of health professionals, stakeholders were 
invited to comment on the agreed domains to be covered by the 
guideline. These stakeholders included RCoA, JAG, Association 
of Upper Gastrointestinal Surgery of Great Britain and Ireland 
(AUGIS), Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain and 
Ireland (ACPGBI), British Geriatric Society (BGS) and British 
Society of Gynaecology and Pancreatic Society of Great Britain 
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and Ireland. Based on stakeholder feedback, revised domains 
were constructed prior to starting the guideline.

These guidelines are based on a comprehensive litera-
ture search for key evidence over the last 10 years. Individual 
members of each section provided key search/MESH terms and 
references from Medline/PubMed/Embase were retrieved into a 
reference manager.

Section members developed PICO statements (where P 
stands for population/patient; I for intervention/indicator; C 
for comparator/control; and O for outcome) to inform searches 
for available evidence to support the statements. Assessment of 
the literature by the section members and the development of 
recommendations have been made according to the ‘Grading 
of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evalua-
tion (GRADE)’ system. which was subsequently reviewed via a 
Delphi voting process. The clinical statements were adapted and/
or excluded during the iterative rounds during the Delphi voting 
process. The agreement that is given for the different statements 
refers to the last voting round in the Delphi process. A statement 

was accepted if at least 80% agreement was reached. If such 
agreement was not achieved, the GDG members discussed the 
statements during teleconferences and two face- to- face meetings 
and rephrased the statements to reflect the comments of the 
voting group. The guidelines were reviewed by AUGIS, ACPGBI, 
United Kingdom and Ireland EUS Society (UKIEUS), BSGNA, 
JAG and the RCoA with several revisions prior to endorsement.

These guidelines are intended to inform practising clinicians 
and all staff who are involved in the delivery of endoscopy and 
sedation. Figure 1 depicts the patient journey in relation to 
sedation. It is expected that these guidelines will be revised in 
5- years’ time.

Type of sedation
1. We recommend that sedation providers should tailor the doses 
dependent on patient factors, procedure type and duration, and 
complexity

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
2.We recommend the provision of inhalational agents to 

provide the patient with an alternative to sedation
Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 

Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
A number of drugs are routinely used within UK endoscopy 

services either on their own or in combination to provide differing 
levels of sedation (defined in table 1). The most frequently used 
are midazolam, fentanyl, pethidine, and propofol and each will 
be summarised briefly.

Drug selection
In the UK the vast majority of endoscopic procedures are 
performed either with oropharyngeal local anaesthetic sprays 
(upper GI) or intravenous sedation using mainly fentanyl and 
midazolam.2 However, advanced and prolonged therapeutic 
procedures may be more successful and better tolerated if 
performed under propofol. High- quality evidence on selecting 
patients for deep sedation or general anaesthesia are lacking.3 
However, education delivered to staff concerning sedation may 
translate into reduced adverse events.4

Midazolam
Midazolam is a short- acting benzodiazepine with a short elimi-
nation half- life (1.5–2.5 h) and better retrograde amnesic effect 
than similar drugs such as diazepam.5 Given intravenously, 
midazolam has onset at around 2 to 3 min and is metabolised 
into an active metabolite called α 1- hydroxymidazolam. Several 
factors may affect the metabolism of midazolam, including age 
(the elderly and young children), renal function, liver function 

figure 1 Flowchart illustrating the patient journey. ASA, American 
Society of Anesthesiologists; BMI, body mass index.

Table 1 Levels of sedation

minimal sedation anxiolysis
moderate sedation/analgesia 
(‘conscious sedation’) deep sedation/analgesia General anaesthesia

Responsiveness Normal response to verbal 
stimulation

Purposeful response to verbal or tactile 
stimulation

Purposeful response following 
repeated or painful stimulation

Unrousable even with painful 
stimulus

Airway Unaffected No intervention required Intervention may be required Intervention often required

Spontaneous ventilation Unaffected Adequate May be inadequate Frequently inadequate

While most sedatives in large doses can provide deeper levels of sedation, for many this would not be practical in routine use. The drugs used frequently that can provide a 
defined level of sedation are indicated.
fentanyl,5 7 midazolam5 7 propofol,5 7 9 nitrous oxide5
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and other medications. The elderly and young children may have 
an increased elimination half- life and therefore caution should 
be used in these groups6–8 JAG recommend that in patients over 
the age of 70 years, a total dose >2.5 mg should be used with 
extreme caution, especially if combined with an opiate.9

Midazolam is metabolised by glucuronide conjugation by 
the cytochrome P450- 3A4 enzyme in the liver and by glucuro-
nide conjugation. Other medications that interact with midaz-
olam generally do so via interaction with this enzyme system. 
Prolonged action of midazolam can be seen with drugs that 
inhibit metabolism and include nefazodone, sertraline, fluoxe-
tine, protease inhibitors, macrolide antimicrobials and diltiazem. 
Enhanced effect of midazolam also occurs with sedating antide-
pressants, some anticonvulsants such as carbamazepine, sedating 
antihistamines, opiates and alcohol.10

Most of the side effects of midazolam are those that are desir-
able for producing a sedative effect. However, the effects may 
last several hours, and return to normal function and cognition 
is variable.

Remimazolam
Remimazolam is an ultra- short- acting intravenous benzodiaze-
pine undergoing organ- independent metabolism with no signifi-
cant accumulation of active components.11 Approval for clinical 
use was provided in the USA and Europe in 2020. Clinical 
reports provide evidence of clinical application in endoscopy.

Remimazolam can be differentiated from other intravenous 
sedatives by its low liability for cardiovascular depression, respi-
ratory depression and injection pain.

A single dose, repeat bolus or infusion of remimazolam can be 
used safely and effectively for procedural sedation.

Remimazolam reversal with flumazenil can be achieved. The 
short duration of action may not expose the patient to re- seda-
tion with flumazenil breakdown.12

Several published clinical trials have used remimazolam as 
a sedative for upper gastrointestinal endoscopy and colonos-
copy.13 14 There is some evidence of performance improvements 
in comparison with midazolam and propofol.

Fentanyl
Fentanyl is a strong synthetic opioid commonly used as an 
adjunct to benzodiazepines during endoscopic procedures and 
should be given first. It has a rapid onset and its effects generally 
last for under 2 hours.15 Common side effects of fentanyl include 
nausea, vomiting, constipation, sedation and confusion.15 Serious 
side effects may include respiratory depression, hallucinations, 
serotonin syndrome, low blood pressure or development of an 
opioid use disorder.15

Use of concomitant opiates potentiates the effects of the 
benzodiazepine, meaning that doses should be reduced, partic-
ularly in patients with renal disease, liver disease, cardiorespira-
tory disease and increasing age.9

Pethidine
Pethidine (also known as meperidine) is a synthetic opioid 
initially used for the treatment of moderate to severe pain. The 
side effect profile is similar to that of other opiates but due to 
interactions with serotonergic drugs, additional problems can 
occur if used in combination with monoamineoxidase inhibitors 
or selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.16

Pethidine has a rapid onset but can last in the serum for 
120–150 min. Doses should also be reduced in high- risk groups 
and the elderly.3

Entonox
Entonox is a gaseous mixture of 50% nitrous oxide and 50% 
oxygen that is a potent analgesia that is used widely in health-
care, including obstetrics, emergency units and endoscopy. It 
has a rapid, predictable onset and is eliminated from the body 
within a very short time. It can be used alone or in addition to 
other analgesics and sedatives, and in endoscopy is a very useful 
adjunct for lower intestinal endoscopy.17 18

Entonox has been shown to be as effective for colonoscopy in 
comparison with intravenous sedation with midazolam, fentanyl 
or propofol.19 Entonox is easy to administer using a mouthpiece- 
held delivery device, and the onset of action is within 1–2 min. 
The rapid elimination means that patients can return to normal 
functioning more quickly than with intravenous agents.20

The recovery profile allows discharge within 30 min of proce-
dure completion. There are no requirements regarding driving 
or supervision overnight. Both diagnostic and therapeutic 
colonoscopy procedures show high completion rates without 
complications.21 There are several important patient groups for 
whom Entonox should not be used, which include those with 
recent eye surgery involving gas bubble insertion, head injury, 
pneumothorax, suspected intestinal obstruction, bullous emphy-
sema, middle ear procedures and following a recent dive. There 
are environmental concerns regarding staff exposure and the 
broader impact of nitrous oxide as a greenhouse gas. Scavenging 
systems are, however, available to reduce staff exposure but are 
currently limited.19 Installation of catalytic destruction systems 
to reduce environmental escape could have considerable impact 
on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. These factors need to be 
considered in the overall gases strategy of every hospital.

Patient information, choice and expectation
3. We recommend that patients receive comprehensive informa-
tion about what to expect from the sedation and sensory expe-
rience of the procedure

Grade of evidence: High. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Providing patients with adequate information is a basic prin-

ciple of consent and this should occur prior to attendance for the 
procedure.22 Information may be written, but, where possible, it 
should be tailored to individual patients’ needs or preferences 
and may include verbal, web- based or video formats. Online 
supplemental appendix 1 includes a patient leaflet on sedation, 
adapted from the RCoA.

Patient experience may be negatively affected when there is a 
mismatch between their expectations and the reality of sedation 
effects or the sensory experience of endoscopic procedures—
that is, what the procedure feels like to the patient.23 24 A signifi-
cant proportion of patients choosing sedation are not aware that 
they will not be ‘put to sleep’ during the procedure, which may 
not only affect patient experience and increase anxiety, but raises 
the question as to whether these patients have received adequate 
information to allow informed consent.23 25

Providing information about the expected effects of sedation 
can reduce patient anxiety.26 27 Anxiety may also be reduced 
when information is provided about the sensory experience and 
comfort of the procedure.28 29 It is therefore crucial that prepro-
cedural information is easily understandable, tailored to the indi-
vidual and encompasses the effects of sedation and the sensory 
experience of the procedure.

4. We recommend that patients are involved in shared decision- 
making, where possible, when choosing which sedative medica-
tion (if any) to proceed with during an endoscopic procedure

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/gutjnl-2023-330396
https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/gutjnl-2023-330396
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Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
The NHS constitution states that patients should be involved 

in decisions about their care and that care should meet their 
needs and reflect individual preferences.30 Control and shared- 
decision making is important to patients and may reduce anxiety 
and improve experience.24 31 32

Clinicians should be aware of potential factors relating to 
sedation choice and explore these with patients to enable an 
individualised approach to sedation or analgesia choice. Factors 
which might affect patient choice include: previous experience, 
ability to resume daily activities or work, ability to drive home, 
convenience, ability to stay in control during the procedure, 
absence of an escort, perceived effectiveness of the sedation or 
analgesic option, perceived discomfort of the procedure, not 
wishing to be conscious during the procedure.24 33–35 While 
patient preferences are important, this should be considered 
within the context of maintaining safety and assessing other 
patient factors.

Informed choice and consent should include information 
about the benefits and risks ahead of attending for the proce-
dure.22 Where alternative procedural options exist, such as TNE 
or CT colonography, the merits and drawbacks of each should be 
discussed to help patients make informed choices.

5. We recommend that patient comfort should be continually 
assessed during the procedure and sedation/analgesia titrated 
appropriately

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Patient comfort during the endoscopic procedure is an 

important aspect of overall experience. Patients who have previ-
ously experienced painful or uncomfortable procedures are 
more likely to be anxious about repeat procedures.36 Comfort 
correlates with patient satisfaction and with quality of endo-
scopic procedures.37

Measuring comfort in real time allows endoscopists and nurses 
to adjust any procedure- related factors contributing to discom-
fort but also allows titration of analgesia or sedation. Various 
tools have been developed to measure real- time patient comfort, 
but these tend to be nurse- or endoscopist- measured without 
patient input.38–40 Patients may display varying reactions to pain/
discomfort, and endoscopists should pay attention to vocalisa-
tion, patient body language and expressed anxiety or emotion.39

While direct feedback from patients will provide the most 
accurate assessment of comfort, this is not always possible due 
to the nature of the test. Patient- reported comfort scores may 
correlate more strongly with nursing assessments than with 
endoscopist assessment of comfort, however; this has not been 
replicated universally.38 41

6. We recommend that patient experience of comfort and 
sedation should be measured and recorded

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Patient experience is an important dimension of high- quality 

clinical care. Increasing emphasis is now being placed on it as 
positive patient experiences are associated with better patient 
outcomes.42 The BSG and European Society for Gastrointes-
tinal Endoscopy (ESGE) have both highlighted the importance 
of measuring and acting on patient- reported experience within 
endoscopy.43 44

Patient- reported experience measures (PREMs) are validated 
questionnaires designed to measure patient perceptions of their 
care and their interactions with health professionals and the 
health service.43 PREMs give more information than a simple 

satisfaction rating and can therefore produce meaningful feed-
back to improve experience of care and services.

No PREM measures endoscopy- related comfort or sedation 
alone, but it assesses this within the broader patient experience 
(Newcastle ENDOPREM).45 A focused PREM which assesses the 
tolerability of endoscopic procedures using conscious sedation 
(PRO- STEP) has been validated and while this does not assess 
experience of sedation, it does assess comfort and tolerability of 
the procedure.46

We recommend that patient experience of comfort and seda-
tion should be measured routinely. This might be included within 
broader PREMs but should be based on what patients report as 
important. Patient experience of comfort and sedation should be 
assessed as a quality indicator and fed back to endoscopists to 
enable practice changes where required.

7. We recommend the use of non- pharmacological interven-
tions, such as auditory or visual distraction, to reduce patient 
anxiety

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Moderate.

Level of agreement: 100%
Anxiety is an important aspect of patient experience and can 

have effects on sedation, comfort and overall experience of the 
procedure.24 32 47 48 Increased preprocedural anxiety is inde-
pendently associated with discomfort, tolerance, panic and fear 
during endoscopy.29 49 Anxiety is often not limited to concern 
about the procedure itself, but also to the potential clinical find-
ings.24 Increased anxiety in patients undergoing colonoscopy is 
more frequently associated with female sex, no previous expe-
rience of the procedure, previous negative experience of the 
procedure and confusing instructions.24 29

While conscious sedation has anxiolytic properties, non- 
pharmacological interventions may reduce patient anxiety prior 
to and during endoscopy. Communication plays an important 
role, and verbal distraction and communication by staff in the 
procedure room may distract and reassure patients.24

Previous studies have focused on reducing anxiety by 
improving information either through videos, verbal or written 
information, but these demonstrated varying results.47 A system-
atic review and meta- analysis found that music can reduce 
anxiety during GI endoscopy, in addition to improving pain and 
satisfaction scores.50 Further work has shown that this effect is 
present in patients who also undergo conscious sedation.51

Increasing attention is being given to visual distraction. One 
study demonstrated that a head- mounted display with silent 
video can reduce intraprocedural anxiety in those patients who 
have the highest preprocedural anxiety levels; however, a further 
study playing nature scenes and sounds on a digital screen had 
no effect on overall anxiety.52 53 The use of virtual reality is 
promising and a recent group assessed the use of a virtual reality 
head- mounted display which played several short clips featuring 
tropical islands and forests with soothing music.54 Median pain 
scores and ‘nervousness’ as measured using a wrist band were 
improved in the intervention group; however, this was a single- 
site study with a relatively small sample size.

Pre-assessment
8. To reduce the risk of sedation- related complications we recom-
mend pre- assessment to balance the indication and intended aim 
of the procedure against the physical status (eg, ASA class) of 
the patient

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.
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Level of agreement: 84.6%
Patient assessment is key prior to consideration of any endo-

scopic intervention and the principles of ‘first, do no harm’ 
(primum non nocere) should be adhered to. This involves full 
evaluation of the indication and intended aim of the endoscopic 
procedure balanced with the physical status and cardiopulmonary 
reserve of the patient. Risk stratification is an essential compo-
nent of a thorough preprocedure evaluation and to determine 
selected patients that should undergo formal pre- assessment. A 
systematic approach, including patient history and comorbidities 
and physical examination, should be balanced with the expecta-
tion of the patient. The pre- assesment also allows the identifica-
tion of other higk- risk problems to alert the team that additional 
tests—for for example, pulmonary function test or echocardio-
gram, may be required prior to interventional endoscopy.

The requirement for anaesthetic assessment should be high-
lighted at the time of consideration of the endoscopic procedure. 
Patient and procedural factors help to determine which patients 
should be considered for formal anaesthetic assessment. Proce-
dures where deep sedation should be considered include those 
of longer duration and where complex therapeutic intervention 
is likely to be required.

Patients attending the pre- assessment should have prior 
knowledge and understanding of the indication and risks of 
the procedure, including that of sedation and types of sedation 
that can be reasonably offered safely. The discussion should be 
balanced, detailing sedated and unsedated endoscopy. Patients 
referred via the open access route would have received informa-
tion via their general practitioner at time of referral, endoscopy 
information leaflets that are subsequently posted out and usually 
via a telephone nurse triage.

It is well documented that patients with a higher ASA class 
(online supplemental appendix 2) are at increased risk of compli-
cations during endoscopy.55 A recent study of patients under-
going ERCP demonstrated a significantly higher risk of adverse 
events (particularly cardiopulmonary) in those with performance 
status 4 compared with performance 0- 3.56 57

Physiologic changes that occur with older age also have the 
ability to affect drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics. A recent 
nationwide population based study in South Korea identified 
that both sedation and older age were independent risk factors 
for cardiac and cerebrovascular events. Approximately 2.23% 
of study subjects who underwent diagnostic GI endoscopy 
(222.5/10 000 people) had cardiac and cerebrovascular adverse 
events within 14 days after endoscopy.58

Similarly, another small study of 250 inpatients showed that 
the risk of lower respiratory infections and pneumonia was 
increased in older patients (>65 years) undergoing sedated 
endoscopy compared with age, gender- matched patients without 
endoscopic intervention.59 During pre- assessment, the fasting 
instructions preprocedure (eg, 6 hours before upper GI endos-
copy) should be highlighted. In certain cases, this fasting may 
need to be extended depending on patient characteristics (eg, for 
patients with gastroparesis).

9. In patients with obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) and/or a 
high body mass index (BMI≥35 kg/m2) we recommend pre- 
assessment and enhanced periprocedural monitoring as these 
patients may be at an increased risk of periprocedural apnoea.

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Morbidly obese patients are at higher risk of respiratory 

complications for several reasons, including increased upper 
airway resistance with propensity for OSA and the potential for 
obesity–hypoventilation syndrome.

Hypoxia is the the most common sedation- related adverse 
event no matter which sedative agent is used. Hypoxaemia can 
occur in, and results from, the combination of airway obstruction 
by the endoscope, anaesthesia- induced upper airway collapse, 
and respiratory depression and lung compression because of 
intestinal gas insufflation which may be more problematic for 
upper GI and small bowel procedures.

Although meta analyses have not demonstrated an increased 
cardiopulmonary risk related to conscious sedation for patients 
with OSA, clinicians need to be aware of the potential risk of 
apnoea.60–62

Patients at risk of OSA can be identified during pre- assessment 
by validated instrument tools such as the Berlin or STOP- BANG 
questionnaires as some cases may be undiagnosed. Parameters 
within the tool include male sex, age >50 years, hyperten-
sion, regular snoring, daytime somnolence, episodes of apnoea/
gasping, BMI ≥35 kg/m2 and increased neck circumference.63–66

Management of patients with OSA undergoing sedation 
requires understanding of different pharmacological options 
available, where minimal doses of hypnotics should be used and 
opioids carefully titrated. The questionnaire should be used as 
a tool to highlight to the endoscopy team those at higher risk.67

This would enable the endoscopist to discuss the risk of seda-
tion, during the process of consent. The information would also 
be useful in deciding whether a procedure could be done unse-
dated or if the dose of sedation requires titration or a referral 
for anaesthetic assessment, particularly for therapeutic or antic-
ipated prolonged procedures. These patients require enhanced 
periprocedural monitoring. A suggested monitoring schedule 
includes observations (non- invasive blood pressure, oxygen 
saturations using pulse oximetry, respiratory rate and pulse every 
10 min during the procedure) and monitoring continued for a 
minimum of 90–120 min after the procedure.

Pulse oximetry is the most commonly used technique to eval-
uate oxygenation levels owing to its simplicity and non- invasive 
design. Nonetheless, it does not provide additional information 
about the adequacy of ventilation or precise arterial oxygen-
ation, particularly when arterial oxygen levels are extremely 
high or low.

The measurement of end- tidal carbon dioxide with capnog-
raphy, is another non- invasive method for estimating PaCO2. 
Bedside capnography can easily measure end- tidal carbon dioxide 
and detect apnoea.68 Capnography has been shown to reduce the 
incidence of hypoxaemia and oxygen desaturations compared 
with pulse oximetry alone, in the emergency setting69 70 and 
with procedural sedation for dental procedures.71 In this high- 
risk group, we would strongly advise the use of capnography as 
an additional monitoring tool to reduce the risk of such adverse 
events.

The delivery of sedation is affected by a number of both proce-
dural and patient- related factors, which include systemic comor-
bidities and airway- specific considerations, as detailed in table 2.

Patients who have oropharyngeal abnormalities or who take 
large amount of pain medications are at risk. The Mallam-
pati Classification is recognised as an important tool to help 
anaesthetists measure and categorise the amount of space in 
a patient’s oral cavity. It helps to predict difficulty with any 
proposed endotracheal intubation. This classification is based 
on the structures visualised with maximal mouth opening 
and tongue protrusion in the sitting position. Patients with a 
higher Mallampati class (III–IV) have more difficult airway 
management and this should be assessed prior to consideration 
of complex endoscopic procedures requiring deeper levels of 
sedation.72

https://dx.doi.org/10.1136/gutjnl-2023-330396
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Pre-assessment in pregnancy
The pre- assessment of the pregnant patient should involve the 
obstetric team especially to determine the degree of fetal moni-
toring required. There should be a strong indication for endos-
copy, and elective procedures should preferably be deferred until 
the second trimester. The impact of sedation and monitoring 
requirements in the different patient groups are discussed in 
more detail in subsequent sections.

Procedure room requirements
10. We recommend that all patients undergoing gastrointes-
tinal endoscopy (sedated or unsedated) have monitoring of 
pulse, blood pressure, oxygen saturations and respiration rates 
as a minimum before and after the procedure. We recommend 
supplemental oxygen where any level of sedation is used.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Sedation practices and therefore room requirements vary 

across countries supported by heterogeneous society guide-
lines and position statements. There is often a lack of evidence 
to support these differences, which most probably reflect local 
custom and practice development.73 How this affects patient 
access, utility, safety and effectiveness remains unclear. It is 
attractive to place safety first and increase the amount of moni-
toring and staff, but this can increase costs, complexity and 
resource consumption. Room requirements for endoscopy using 
sedation include the staff, their roles and equipment available to 
monitor sedated patients.73 Staff are drawn from many different 
professional groups, including endoscopists (surgical, medical, 
clinical/non- medical), endoscopy nurses, healthcare support 
workers and operating department assistants. Leadership of 
sedation, while remaining usually with the endoscopist, is also 
shared by appropriately trained endoscopy nurses. All members 
of the team should be cognisant of the importance of safe seda-
tion in endoscopy delivery.

Staffing requirements for endoscopy in the UK have been 
reviewed by the BSG.74 It is difficult to be prescriptive about a 
minimum standard and this has been the cause of debate even 
within the UK where there are differences across the devolved 
nations and challenges to professional boundaries—for example, 
the development of advanced healthcare support workers. In 
addition to the endoscopist/seditionist, a minimum of two addi-
tional members of staff has been recommended by the BSG and 
recently endorsed by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges 
(AoMRC) update.75 There should always be an endoscopist/

sedationist as a minimum supported by at least one registered 
professional trained to monitor the patient’s safety, comfort and 
level of sedation, usually a qualified nurse and an additional 
assistant to the endoscopist. When the procedure is long or 
complex or the patient has significant comorbidity, a dedicated 
sedationist should be considered.

Monitoring the patient’s status and physiology during endos-
copy allows both the direct effect of the procedure and, if used, 
sedation, to be assessed, monitored and recorded.1 This is facil-
itated during both unsedated and sedated (minimal/moderate) 
procedures by use of pulse oximetry, which is widely available. 
Pulse oximetry supports early recognition of disturbances to 
circulation and oxygenation, even prior to the start of the test.76

Practice of sedation within the UK and its use in multiple 
different clinical settings has been guided by the Academy of 
Medical Royal Colleges with the detailed publication of stan-
dards and guidance1 in 2013 followed by an update in 2021.77 
Dossa et al 2021 established that the most consistent advice 
from learnt societies and national bodies is that as a minimum 
non- invasive blood pressure monitoring and pulse oximetry is 
required for all sedated patients.73 78

11. ECG monitoring is not recommended routinely for 
patients requiring GI endoscopy with minimal sedation

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
The need for ECG monitoring depends on the level of seda-

tion used and whether the patient is considered to be at increased 
risk of cardiovascular complications (see statement 1537 later). 
Data to support its use are lacking but ECG monitoring is recom-
mended in most international guidelines where moderate seda-
tion is used. For minimal sedation, the advice is varied. The UK 
AoMRC advice from 20131 states that “where conscious seda-
tion is used and continuous verbal contact is maintained, ECG 
monitoring is not essential”. This position is supported here as 
ECG monitoring has disadvantages as well as strengths—for 
example, additional use of consumables, or inhibition of patient 
position change. The AoMRC update in 2021 suggests that ECG 
monitoring is required for patients in deeper plane of sedation 
other than minimal sedation.75

12. We recommend that where the endoscopist–sedationist 
administers sedation and also performs the procedure, there 
must be at least an appropriately trained second member of the 
team solely monitoring the patient’s status

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

Table 2 Patient and procedural factors to be considered in the choice of sedation

Patient factors Drug history: high intake of pain medications/sedatives
Potential drug interactions/previous problems with sedation/anaesthesia
Patient preference

Oral/jaw or neck abnormalities, dysmorphic features: micrognathia, retrognathia or significant malocclusion, limited neck extension

OSA/patients at risk of OSA

Pregnancy

Comorbidity: severe pulmonary, cardiac, neurological, renal, hepatic disease or high- risk of aspiration, elderly

Procedural factors Upper and lower GI: polypectomy/resection of neoplasia/prolonged procedures >60 min
Endoscopic bariatric surgery
Large variceal bleed/significant gastric contents
Foreign body retrieval
Hepatobiliary procedures: Therapeutic endoscopic ultrasound or endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
Pancreatic fluid collection drainage
Small bowel device- assisted enteroscopy, including double balloon, single balloon or spiral enteroscopy

OSA, obstructive sleep apnoea.
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All members of the endoscopy team responsible for moni-
toring the patient must be suitably trained to use the equipment, 
able to assess the level of sedation and recognise the patient’s 
condition/sedation level.77 If the second member of the team 
is required to assist the endoscopist–sedationist with tech-
nical aspects of therapeutic intervention—for example, ERCP 
or advanced polypectomy, they can no longer be relied on to 
be fully cognisant of the patient status. The endoscopist must 
consider if there are enough trained individuals within the room 
to support any planned intervention before starting.77

13.We recommend that an accurate, contemporaneous record 
of all drugs is completed and becomes part of the patient record 
and endoscopy report. This should include additional drugs (eg, 
hyoscine) used to assist endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Accurate and complete recording of any endoscopy procedure 

should include the dose of drugs given, whether single bolus or 
aliquots and the time administered. This facilitates management 
of recovery, any arising complications, audit and governance.

deep sedation
14. We recommend that for patients undergoing endoscopy 
under deep sedation (propofol) or general anaesthetic, ECG, 
automated non- invasive blood pressure, capnography and core 
body temperature should be monitored and recorded

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Deep sedation (propofol) or general anaesthesia services are 

often procedure- specific and involve a multidisciplinary team of 
experts. In the UK, this can only be delivered by trained anaes-
thetists. The facilities are often set apart from the main theatre 
environment. The non- theatre environment is known to be 
high- risk for anaesthesia and sedation services.79 When consid-
ering safety and monitoring requirements, the focus should not 
be centred on equipment and facilities, rather the starting point 
should be a positive safety culture, an educational programme 
and an institutional network of sedation providers developing 
local protocols, collecting critical incidents data and sharing best 
practice.80 It is important to highlight that even with the delivery 
of deep sedation, it is imperative that the sedation team, which 
should include an anaesthetic nurse or operating department 
practitioner, have the skills to identify and deal with patients who 
are inadvertently in a deeper plane of sedation than expected.

This organisational approach to delivering patient safety 
should work alongside considerations of monitoring and room 
requirements.81 82 Patient monitoring platforms applied to 
procedural monitoring should be comparable with monitoring 
provided in the preoperative and postoperative periods, and 
familiar to staff. Physiological changes of deep sedation are 
comparable to the changes observed during general anaesthesia. 
Non- invasive blood pressure, ECG and pulse oximetry are 
minimal requirements and are shown to reduce the number of 
sedation- related adverse effects.83

Hypoxia and apnoea dominate the critical events associated 
with procedural sedation.84 Traditional low- flow nasal or facial 
oxygen therapy techniques are often insufficient to maintain 
acceptable oxygen levels and prevent periprocedural hypoxia. 
High- flow nasal oxygen delivers warm humidified oxygen up to 
70 L/min, at oxygen concentrations between 21% and 100% and 
reduces the incidence of hypoxic events. Many studies observe 
that pairing procedural sedation with high- flow nasal oxygen 

reduces the number of hypoxaemic events.66 85 High- flow nasal 
oxygen should be made available for procedural sedation where 
patients are at risk of periprocedural hypoxia.86

Procedural capnography is complementary to qualitative, 
clinical observations of respiratory pattern by a skilled operator 
able to recognise and manage respiratory deterioration.71 87 The 
National Audit Project (NAP4): Major complications of airway 
management in the UK, examined patients who had anaesthesia 
and rapid sequence induction in the emergency department and 
in the intensive care unit and highlighted the importance of 
capnography to reduce deaths in such settings.69 Capnography 
has also been studied for procedural sedation with dental proce-
dures. A meta- analysis of 16 studies showed that capnography 
had a higher sensitivity to detect adverse respiratory events than 
standard monitoring alone with pulse oximetry (0.92; 95% CI 
0.65 to 0.99).71 While further studies are awaited within endos-
copy, the benefit noted in other settings suggests that this should 
also be used in high- risk patient groups or patients undergoing 
prolonged procedures under moderate sedation to reduce the 
risk of inadvertent entry into a deeper plane of sedation than 
intended. The high- risk groups include the elderly and comorbid 
patients, those with significant respiratory and chronic progres-
sive neuromyopathic disorders. This is particularly important if 
top- up doses of sedation are used.

Monitoring of the conscious level may limit the opportunity 
for the depth of sedation to exceed deep sedation. However, 
there is no evidence that depth of sedation monitoring, through 
EEG analysis, confers any safety benefits over clinical observa-
tion.88 89

The thermal redistribution of core body temperature with 
subsequent temperature drop is likely to be a feature of deep 
sedation, as it is with general anaesthesia. Core temperature may 
fall up to 1.5°C in the first 30 min of general anaesthesia. Few 
clinical studies of temperature monitoring during deep sedation 
are available for review. Therefore, a pragmatic solution is that 
if perioperative hypothermia is expected, measurements of core 
temperature should be done routinely. Similarly, methods to 
provide surface warming in the perioperative period should be 
considered.90

Prospective record keeping should be a requirement for deep 
sedation procedures. While the National Confidential Enquiry 
into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD) has highlighted 
deficits in the recording of monitoring during sedation cases, 
the frequency of recording of vital signs is not defined. In the 
absence of clinical trial data, it would be precautionary to 
provide a monitoring chart recording data prior to induction, at 
5- or 10- minute intervals during the procedure, and thereafter 
the frequency and duration of monitoring to be prescribed by 
the clinical team depending on the procedural and patient risk 
factors.91 92

sedation protocol
15.We recommend governance oversight of the process of seda-
tion for endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
Good governance and leadership should be at the heart of 

procedural sedation services to ensure patient safety.93 Clinical 
governance of a procedural sedation service should have an 
objective of continuous quality improvement. The procedural 
sedation service will involve many stakeholders, including seda-
tion practitioners, anaesthetists, medical staff, operators, nurses, 
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managers, administrators and finally, users. The governance of 
a sedation service should be a collaborative approach involving 
all those stakeholders with an investment in service delivery.94 
The objective of governance of the sedation service should be 
supporting continuous improvement through training, auditing 
and risk management including clinical incidents.95 The struc-
ture of the governance and its delivery will be locally led by the 
sedation committee, with broad objectives determined, in part, 
by national organisations. While the evidence is low for the 
introduction of a sedation committee to oversee clinical gover-
nance, this approach is recommended by both European and 
North American Societies.96

The sedation committee should also oversee local training 
in sedation. The standards for training in sedation can be 
determined by national organisations, with local committees 
providing individual accreditation and documentation for seda-
tion practitioners. Training is discussed in more detail in the 
subsequent section.

The governance structure should provide clear lines of 
accountability from national organisations, local committees 
to individuals. The performance of sedation practitioners can 
be regularly assessed and compared with local and national 
standards with regards to outcomes and number of procedures 
performed. Within governance, mild and moderate sedation 
should be considered separately from deep sedation. The role of 
governance of sedation services is one element in a chain linking 
national organisations setting standards, and local provision of 
services. The role is an oversight of the safety of the service and to 
promote improvements in professional and clinical standards.97

The training in sedation including deep sedation can consider 
six elements98

 ► Levels of sedation provided and procedural and patient risks.
 ► Perioperative planning including pre- assessment and 

follow- up.
 ► Drugs and therapeutics used in sedation.
 ► Basic and intermediate and cardiopulmonary resuscitation, 

with an emphasis on airway rescue.
 ► Monitoring and oxygen therapy.
 ► Patient safety and safeguarding
The gastroenterology team should provide regular data to 

assist the process of auditing outcomes within the broader aspect 
of delivery of endoscopy services, and this should feed into the 
regular endoscopy user group meetings:

 ► Named clinicians responsible for delivering sedation.
 ► Training certificates in sedation and resuscitation certificates 

that are up to date.
 ► Clinical activity, number of procedures, average doses of 

sedation and complication data.
 ► Record of clinical incidents and discussion through morbidity 

and mortality meetings.

recovery and discharge
16.We recommend that monitoring of sedation should extend 
into the recovery period until the patient's conscious state 
has consistently returned to baseline. This requires sufficient 
staff trained in sedation, monitoring and the recognition of 
complications

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Recovery from endoscopy and any required sedation is an 

important part of an endoscopy service and should be efficient, 
reliable and safe.1 Safe recovery from sedation requires the same 

level of training and competency in monitoring and the recogni-
tion of complications as required in the endoscopy room itself. 
Recovery from endoscopy can be divided into several stages1 99:

First stage: the return to baseline consciousness levels and 
function—that is, the patient is awake and protective reflexes 
have returned.

Second stage: covers the patient being made ready to leave 
the endoscopy unit. This will include information exchange, 
follow- up planning and discharge advice for both patient and 
carers. At this stage, the patient will be able to resume normal 
activities such as eating and drinking.

Late stage: occurs after the patient has left the department.
Monitoring of the effects of sedative drugs is most crucial 

within the first stage; however, complications arising from seda-
tion or the procedure itself may only become apparent in the 
second or final stage. Protocols and practices need to ensure 
safety of the patient throughout all three stages.

The degree of monitoring established for the patient should 
be continued until baseline levels are reached. In first- stage 
recovery, the emphasis is on normalisation of physiology.99 It 
is possible that complications that arise from either sedation or 
the procedure itself become apparent only within this first- stage 
recovery period or subsequent second or late recovery.

Appropriate staffing for endoscopy recovery needs to be 
considered carefully for each individual endoscopy service.1 
Patients who receive moderate or deep sedation (or undergo 
high- risk procedures) may require one to one nursing during 
this period. Additionally, for an anaesthetic- led deep sedation 
list, two recovery nurses trained in resuscitation have been 
previously proposed.3 This recommendation can be extended to 
cases where the sedationist, other than anaesthetic personnel, 
uses moderate or deep sedation. Staffing needs within a recovery 
area are determined by the case mix and degree of sedation but 
also by additional factors, including number of patients, gender 
mix, layout of the recovery area and availability of automatic or 
remote monitoring equipment. Decisions on the correct level of 
staffing within recovery and the endoscopy service overall are 
supported by the non- medical staffing BSG document.74

17. We recommend that the endoscopist–sedationist should be 
responsible for ensuring the safe and complete recovery of the 
patient after endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
The sedationist–endoscopist remains responsible for the 

patient beyond the endoscopy room and throughout the 
complete recovery period.1 Clinical duties often mean that an 
endoscopist will leave the unit before the discharge of all the 
list’s patients. Therefore, after the list is complete, endoscopists 
should ensure they are contactable and that the recovery staff are 
aware of their location. This responsibility can be transferred to 
a suitable deputy who is capable of the recognition and manage-
ment of complications from either the procedure or sedation. 
It is good practice on completion of an endoscopy list for the 
responsible endoscopist to visit the recovery area, to review 
progress, discuss any issues with recovery staff and therefore 
facilitate safe discharge of patients100 (see below).

18. We recommend that patients should be formally assessed 
for suitability for discharge. This should be documented 
to demonstrate recovery from sedation and the absence of 
complications

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.
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Level of agreement: 100%
Standards and guidance for sedation from the AoMRC recom-

mend discharge criteria as follows1:-
1. The patient has returned to their baseline level of 

consciousness.
2. Vital signs are within normal limits for that patient.
3. Respiratory status is not compromised.
4. Pain and discomfort have been addressed.

Patients meeting discharge criteria following sedation should 
be discharged into the care of a suitable adult (18 years and 
above). This carer needs to be available to support the patient for 
24 hours after the procedure.99 Verbal and written instructions 
should be provided that are appropriate for both the sedation 
received, and procedure performed. This evaluation of recovery 
and readiness for discharge should be recorded in endoscopy 
documentation and retained in the patient record.1 99

19. We recommend that patients receiving sedation and/
or analgesia for endoscopy should not drive a vehicle or ride 
a bicycle, operate machinery, sign legal documents or make 
important decisions, or drink alcohol for 24 hours after the 
procedure

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
Many endoscopy procedures occur with minimal or moderate 

sedation where the patient remains conscious and communicative 
both during the test and after the procedure. However, owing to 
the ongoing effects of the sedative drugs, cognition and there-
fore critical decision- making can be altered and unpredictable. 
This may not be appreciated by patients, carers and family. The 
British National Formulary (BNF)101 clearly states that patients 
who have received intravenous benzodiazepines should not drive 
a car, operate machinery, sign legal documents or drink alcohol 
for 24 hours. This list can extend to anything which requires 
critical decision- making and can have an adverse impact on the 
patient or others in their care, such as children. While there is no 
evidence to make recommendations against flying, patients need 
to be aware of being in a position where there is no immediate 
prospect of medical support being available.

This should include all forms of intravenous sedation/anal-
gesia (eg, opiates) which establishes these restrictions as precau-
tionary, therefore straightforward and easy to follow for carers 
and relatives. It is in line with the RCoA advice for caring for 
someone recovering from a general anaesthetic or sedation.99 
Treating all forms of intravenous sedation equally with respect 
to restrictions during recovery prevents trade- offs in discussions 
with patients about the nature and choice of sedative in order to 
prioritise patient comfort and safety.

20. We recommend that all patients and any carers providing 
support after the procedure should receive clear instructions and 
advice for late recovery, in verbal and written form that includes 
contact information

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Owing to the alteration of critical decision- making secondary 

to sedation and or the physiological effects of endoscopy itself, 
patients may require additional support following discharge—
that is, late recovery. Clear advice in an appropriate form must 
be given to responsible third parties, carers and families about 
how to look after patients in the late recovery period.1 102 This 
includes both verbal discussion and written information that 
must be supported by including patient information leaflets and 

discharge advice sheets. An example document is provided in the 
online supplemental appendix.102 103

This should include information on where to seek advice on 
postprocedure complications, when and how to contact the 
endoscopy department, or alternate forms of support both in 
and out of working hours.

One common alternative to intravenous sedation is to use 
nitrous oxide to provide anxiolysis and analgesia to the patient 
during the procedure.104 The advantages of nitrous oxide over 
traditional conscious sedation are that patients are deemed fit to 
drive 30 min after their procedure and do not require a respon-
sible adult to accompany them home. The recovery time is also 
reduced, having a positive impact on the endoscopy recovery for 
safe and efficient discharge.

Entonox is a 50:50 mix of oxygen and nitrous oxide,105 and 
the latter is now recognised as an important potent greenhouse 
gas. Therefore, its clinical efficacy must be balanced against 
its environmental impact. This balance should be understood 
by both staff and patients to support informed choice of this 
agent when used as an alternative to traditional sedation. This 
is discussed further in the BGS/JAG position statement on green 
endoscopy.106

Complications related to sedation and reversal agents
Sedation- related complications during GI endoscopy are mostly 
cardiopulmonary in nature: hypoxaemia, hypotension, aspira-
tion pneumonia, arrhythmia and vasovagal syncope.107–111

Comparing the rates of sedation- related complications can 
be challenging owing to differing definitions of ‘adverse event’ 
across studies, varying inclusion criteria for patients and proce-
dures, and different sedation regimens. Based on findings from 
studies looking at sedation- related complication rates from more 
than 100 000 endoscopic examinations, the complication rate is 
estimated as between 0.01% and 0.9%, with a sedation- related 
mortality rate of 0.0006% to 0.008%.107 109 111 The ProSed2 
study, a multicentre German prospective observational study 
included more than 350 000 endoscopies performed under 
sedation (81% propofol- based sedation and 6.5% midazolam 
alone). The major sedation- related complication rate (defined 
as need for intensive care support, resuscitation or death) was 
0.01% and the minor (defined as increased restlessness, oxygen 
saturation <90% for >10 s, drop in blood pressure by more 
than 20%, drop in heart rate >20%, tachycardia >100/min) 
sedation- related complication rate was 0.3%.107

Independent risk factors associated with complications 
included, but were not limited to, ASA score >2, prolonged 
procedure time and therapeutic endoscopy.107 A previous meta- 
analysis showed no difference in complication rates between 
propofol- based and benzodiazepine- based sedation with 
opiate.108 The complication rate for midazolam- based sedation 
during GI endoscopy is estimated to be 0.38%, most commonly 
due to hypoxaemia (40.7% of all complications).112

Different reported thresholds have been used for defining 
respiratory depression and other associated abnormal physiolog-
ical parameters (eg, oxygen desaturation, changes in heart rate, 
arterial CO2 partial pressure).113–117 For these guidelines, we 
define respiratory depression secondary to opiates or benzodiaz-
epines as a reduced respiratory rate <10 breaths/min, which may 
or may not lead to an oxygen desaturation to <90%, elevated 
arterial CO2 partial pressure >6.66 kPa or reduced levels of 
consciousness.118

In instances of respiratory depression or hypoxaemia during 
or shortly after administration of conscious sedation, supportive 
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measures include verbal or physical stimulation of patients to 
encourage deeper breathing; administration of supplemental 
oxygen87 to target an oxygen saturation level of 94% and above, 
or between 88% and 92% in those at risk of hypercapnic respira-
tory failure, fluid resuscitation if hypotensive and consideration 
for use of reversal agents as outlined below, alongside further 
anaesthetic support if spontaneous ventilation does not maintain 
adequate ventilatory status.87 119

In the UK, data extrapolated by the National Endoscopy Data-
base showed that reversal agents were used in 0.02% of colo-
noscopies, 0.05% of gastroscopies and 0.08% of ERCPs, where 
opiates or sedatives were used for the procedure.120

opiate-related toxicity and naloxone
Opiate toxicity can lead to respiratory depression, reduced 
consciousness, pin- point pupils, arrhythmia, hypotension, desat-
uration, seizures, apnoea and respiratory arrest. The hallmark 
feature of opiate- related toxicity requiring reversal is respiratory 
depression.

Naloxone is a rapid- acting opioid receptor antagonist, with 
an onset of action of 1–2 min, and a half- life of 30–120 min, 
dependent on the route of administration. When administered 
intravenously, it rapidly reverses sedation, the analgesic effect 
and respiratory depression related to opiates. Careful consider-
ation needs to be given to patients receiving long- term opiates 
due to the risk of acute withdrawal symptoms after naloxone 
administration. Common potential side effects include dizzi-
ness, headache, hypertension, hypotension, vomiting and 
arrhythmias.121

Observational studies and case reports show the successful 
reversal of respiratory depression and oxygen desaturation 
after naloxone administration in non- anaesthetic supported 
units.122–124 The recommended regimen according to the BNF 
is an initial dose of 400 μg IV, followed by 800 μg for up to two 
doses at 1 min intervals if no response, then increased to 2 mg 
for one dose if there is still no response. If repeated administra-
tion of naloxone is needed, an infusion of naloxone and transfer 
to an appropriately monitored environment, such as a high- 
dependency unit, may be considered.

Due to the potential for further sedation following initial 
administration of naloxone, extended monitoring may be 
recommended. The American multisociety curriculum on seda-
tion in GI endoscopy suggests a period of observation of up to 
2 hours.125

benzodiazepine-related toxicity and flumazenil
Symptoms of benzodiazepine- related overdose include reduced 
consciousness, hypotension, respiratory depression and apnoea. 
Management is largely supportive, although flumazenil, a 
benzodiazepine antagonist, which acts by competitively binding 
at a benzodiazepine- binding site on the γ- aminobutyric acid 
receptor,126 can be used to reverse the effects of benzodiazepine 
toxicity. It has more efficacy at reversing central nervous system 
depression than respiratory depression. Thus, in patients admin-
istered both benzodiazepine and opiate as part of their seda-
tion regimen, it would make sense to give naloxone first before 
flumazenil.127

Flumazenil is given intravenously and has a rapid onset of 
action of 1–2 min, with the maximal effect reached within 10 
min after administration. The BNF recommends a dosage of 200 
μg, administered over 15 s, followed by 100 μg every minute, if 
required, up to a maximum of 2 mg.128

Potential side effects related to flumazenil are nausea, 
vomiting, headaches and dizziness.129 There are also reported 
cases of benzodiazepine reversal- related seizures, in particular 
in patients receiving long- term benzodiazepines130 or high- dose 
tricyclic antidepressants.131

The reversal of the effects of midazolam with flumazenil may 
occur within 2 min. Since midazolam has a longer duration of 
action than flumazenil, re- sedation may occur following admin-
istration of flumazenil. It is prudent to observe patients receiving 
flumazenil for an extended duration period in recovery (eg, 2 
hours longer than usual).78

21. In patients with opiate or benzodiazepine- induced respira-
tory depression during or following endoscopy, we recommend 
the use of a relevant reversal agent

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
22. We recommend that only low- strength midazolam (1 mg/

mL) be stocked and used instead of high- strength midazolam to 
reduce the risk of adverse events related to oversedation

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
23. We recommend that endoscopy rooms (or units) should 

stock flumazenil and naloxone; and all endoscopy clinical staff 
should be aware of where they are stored and how to access 
them in case of sedation- related emergencies

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
24. We recommend that all cases of benzodiazepine or opiate 

toxicity, requiring the use of reversal, should be reported 
through local incident reporting systems, and any lessons learnt 
disseminated

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%

routine use of flumazenil after Gi endoscopy
25. We do not recommend routine benzodiazepine reversal after 
gastrointestinal endoscopy of patients receiving conscious seda-
tion with a benzodiazepine

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Some studies have looked at the routine use of flumazenil 

after benzodiazepine- based sedation for GI endoscopy. Routine 
use of flumazenil has been associated with resolution of base-
line psychomotor skills within 30 min,132 improvements in 
levels of consciousness compared with placebo,133 and decreased 
stay in recovery rooms,134 135 without significant differences in 
patient satisfaction, psychological status or procedure- related 
discomforts.136

Although some of these studies may suggest an overall 
decrease in length of stay in the recovery room, clinical benefit 
from routine use of flumazenil has not been shown. Additionally, 
flumazenil carries risks of adverse events.137

risk management considerations to reduce sedation-related 
complications
Between 2004 and 2008, the UK’s former National Patient 
Safety Agency (NPSA) received reports of 498 midazolam- 
related patients safety incidents (not exclusive to endoscopy 
units), including three deaths. Concerns were raised from a 
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rapid response report of the lack of awareness of the short 
half- life of the benzodiazepine reversal agent, flumazenil (in 
comparison with midazolam), leading to residual sedation. 
Numerous actions were proposed by the NPSA138 to reduce 
the risk of midazolam- related adverse events, including some 
relevant to endoscopy units. In England and Wales, mis- 
selection of high- strength midazolam (5 mg/mL or 2 mg/mL 
instead of 1 mg/mL) during conscious sedation is listed as a 
‘never event’ requiring reporting to NHS England via local 
incident reporting arrangements.139

Key risk management considerations at unit level include 
preferable stocking and use of only low- strength midazolam 
(1 mg/mL in 2 mL or 5 mL ampoules) rather than high- 
strength midazolam (5 mg/mL in 2 mL and 10 mL ampoules 
or 2 mg/mL in 5 mL ampoules) for conscious sedation in 
non- anaesthetic settings, ensuring the availability of reversal 
agents, the development of hospital or departmental policies 
relating to sedation, with overall responsibility assigned to a 
senior clinician.1 77 138 140

Evaluation of changes in practice arising over 15 months 
after the release of the rapid response report from the NPSA 
showed that there were no incidents resulting in severe harm 
or death from midazolam- related safety incidents.141 However, 
drug- related harm in endoscopy remains a burden to patient 
safety. The 2019 JAG census of UK endoscopy services showed 
that drug- related incidents were the most likely patient safety 
incidents to be reported by endoscopy users,142 about three- 
quarters of services had an endoscopy- specific sedation policy, 
although fewer than half had a named sedation or anaesthetic 
lead for endoscopy.142 Similarly, other serious adverse events 
such as cardiac arrests, significant hypotension or hypoxia 
requiring intervention should also be reported via local inci-
dent reporting systems.

special considerations: emergency endoscopy in the sick 
patient
26. In the critically ill patient requiring emergency endoscopy, 
we recommend discussion with the anaesthetic team about the 
choice of sedation technique and the appropriateness of escala-
tion to critical care

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
There are a limited number of well- established indications 

for emergency endoscopy, of which acute upper GI bleeding is 
the most common. Current guidelines recommend performing 
endoscopy within 24 hours of patient presentation, while 
emphasising haemodynamic stabilisation before the proce-
dure.143 144 Emergency ERCP may be required in patients with 
severe cholangitis who rapidly deteriorate in spite of antibiotic 
treatment.145

Emergency upper GI endoscopy is associated with a higher 
risk of serious cardiopulmonary complications, including aspi-
ration pneumonia, pulmonary oedema and acute lung injury. 
Up to 20% of patients in the intensive care unit undergoing 
upper GI endoscopy for GI bleeding develop new radiographic 
pulmonary infiltrates, most of which are accompanied by 
fever, leucocytosis and hypoxaemia.146 Cardiac arrest is the 
most feared complication in critically ill patients undergoing 
emergency endoscopy.147

In critically ill patients, decision- making on the choice of 
sedation, the need for prophylactic intubation prior to endos-
copy148 and the need for intensive care treatment after endos-
copy is complex. Factors that favour prophylactic endotracheal 

intubation and general anaesthesia include ongoing haematem-
esis, cardiopulmonary status, altered mental status, targeted level 
of sedation or a need for protection of the airway.149 It is also 
important to note that intubation itself is associated with adverse 
events, including hypoxaemia and pulmonary aspiration.150 In 
one study,151 prophylactic endotracheal intubation before upper 
GI endoscopy for brisk upper GI bleeding in critically ill patients 
was associated with an increased risk of patients developing 
pneumonia.

There is no universally agreed approach to the level of moni-
toring and anaesthetic support required for emergency endos-
copy in critically ill patients. This needs detailed discussion with 
the anaesthetic team.

special considerations: upper Gi endoscopy
27. There is no evidence to suggest the combination of throat 
spray and sedation increases the risk of aspiration, although we 
advise caution in those at increased risk of aspiration.

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Good evidence shows that combining sedation with oropha-

ryngeal anaesthesia improves tolerance and comfort of gastros-
copy.152–155 Topical pharyngeal anaesthesia reduces the gag reflex 
in patients sedated with propofol.156 However, concerns have 
been raised as to whether the combination of throat spray and 
sedation increases the risk of aspiration pneumonia152 157–159; no 
published evidence is available to substantiate these concerns. 
The combination of an opiate and benzodiazepine, however, 
may lead to a better quality examination due to improved patient 
tolerance.160

The risk of aspiration is higher in patients with serious under-
lying illness, active gastrointestinal bleeding, or those having 
therapeutic procedures.8 It is advisable to exercise caution 
in patients with increased risk of aspiration and, in selected 
patients, general anaesthesia with airway protection needs to be 
considered.

28. We recommend that deep sedation may be required for 
specific upper GI procedures, such as polypectomy/resection 
of neoplasia, endoscopic bariatric surgery and foreign body 
retrieval

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Therapeutically complex upper GI procedures, such as endo-

scopic submucosal dissection, bariatric endoscopy and foreign 
body retrieval, might require prolonged procedure times. This 
might be further increased by patient movement and safety 
concerns (gag reflex, cough, oropharyngeal suctioning). Any 
patient movements might impede the chances of successful 
completion of a procedure and/or increase the risk of compli-
cations—for example, bleeding, perforation or aspiration 
pneumonia. There is no consensus on the optimal technique 
of sedation or anaesthesia for these complex procedures.

Studies have described both general anaesthesia and 
endoscopist- controlled, anaesthetist- maintained sedation 
protocols for endoscopic submucosal dissection and emer-
gency foreign body retrieval.161–166 In a study of sedation for 
upper GI endoscopy in obese patients with gastric bypass,167 
procedure length and not absolute BMI was the predictor 
of sedation requirement. Thus, in selected patients where 
procedures are prolonged or therapeutically complex, for 
example, endoscopic submucosal dissection (particularly in 
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the upper GI tract), certain foreign body retrieval procedures 
and prolonged bariatric endoscopy, deep sedation and espe-
cially, general anaesthesia may be safer and decrease proce-
dure times.

special considerations: Eus/ErCP
Endoscopic ultrasound uses larger echoendoscopes, which are 
wider and bigger than standard endoscopes and the therapeutic 
range of EUS is widening significantly.

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography is a highly 
complex procedure used to treat biliary and pancreatic patholo-
gies. The therapeutic range of ERCP has also broadened with the 
use of cholangioscopy in managing difficult stones and strictures.

EUS and ERCP are also increasingly performed as a double 
procedure at the same time (eg, diagnostic EUS±biopsy followed 
by ERCP; and therapeutic EUS following failed ERCP).

29. We suggest that minimal/moderate sedation is usually 
adequate in diagnostic EUS and level 1/level 2 ERCP

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 100%
There is no specific evidence to support the level of sedation 

required for EUS and ERCP. Common practice for performing 
either ERCP or EUS in UK is with conscious sedation.168 The 
availability of a deep sedation/GA service to support these proce-
dures in the UK is currently limited. Diagnostic EUS and non- 
complex ERCP (grade 1–2) are quicker to perform and usually 
better tolerated than therapeutic EUS and complex ERCP (grade 
3–4). Titrated doses of conscious sedation may be adequate in 
the majority of these procedures.169

It is important to note that even grade 1 and grade 2 ERCP 
and diagnostic EUS can at times be challenging and prolonged. 
Apart from the expected procedural complexity, the patient’s 
anxiety level, BMI, ASA class, cardiopulmonary comorbidity, 
medication history and tolerance of previous procedures under 
sedation need to be considered when deciding whether mild/
moderate sedation is adequate in these patients.

30. We suggest that complex ERCP, therapeutic EUS and 
combined EUS+ERCP procedures are performed with deep 
sedation/general anaesthesia

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak
Level of agreement: 100%
Complex ERCP, therapeutic EUS and combined EUS and ERCP 

procedures take longer even in skilled hands. The range of thera-
peutic EUS has widened. EUS- guided pseudocyst and gallbladder 
drainage, EUS- guided bile duct access, vascular therapy and cyst 
ablation are being performed. Combined EUS and ERCP is a 
feasible approach to establish a tissue diagnosis, complete local 
staging and relieve the biliary obstruction in a single session. 
Ensuring patient comfort and safety and achieving successful 
completion of these procedures may require significantly higher 
doses of sedative agents, risking unintended adverse effects.

In a meta- analysis,170 overall sedation- related side effects were 
similar between groups of patients receiving propofol or general 
anaesthesia. Propofol could be a safer alternative to general 
anaesthesia. It remains unclear whether propofol/GA is safer than 
conscious sedation, but patients sedated with propofol recover 
more quickly than patients who receive conscious sedation.171–175

special considerations: device-assisted enteroscopy (dAE)
31. We recommend that conscious sedation, deep sedation and 
GA are all options for DAE. The choice of sedation should be 
dependent on patient and procedural factors and local resources

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Device- assisted enteroscopy allows deep intubation into the 

small bowel for histological sampling and therapeutic inter-
vention. This includes double balloon, single balloon or spiral 
enteroscopy. The insertion route depends on prior findings of 
capsule endoscopy or radiology. The average procedure is 75 
min or longer for the retrograde route. The technique involves 
repeated advancement and withdrawal of enteroscope and over-
tube which results in stretching of the mesentery and might result 
in pain. Conscious sedation, propofol and general anaesthetic 
have all been used for DAE. A large German registry highlighted 
that 0.5% of complications during DAE were related to seda-
tion.176 While DAE can safely be done on an outpatient basis, in 
patients with significant comorbidity an inpatient procedure is 
recommended with prolonged monitoring after the procedure.

Insufficient data currently exist that relate to different DAE 
techniques or to different insertion routes according to the 
sedation regimen. Similarly, specific data about patient satis-
faction according to sedation or different devices are lacking. 
Some studies have highlighted that DAE is poorly tolerated 
under conscious sedation, particularly by the antegrade route.177 
However, there are no prospective randomised trials comparing 
different sedation techniques in DAE. Evidence to date is mainly 
from retrospective studies, which suggest no difference in 
outcomes even when including elderly groups.178–180

As for other advanced endoscopic procedures, the choice of 
sedation regimen depends on patient- related, clinical factors, 
technical issues (eg, expected procedure duration, planned 
therapy, etc) and also on local organisational protocols.

Other endoscopic adjuncts should also be considered for DAE. 
A meta- analysis of four randomised controlled trials (two on 
double- balloon enteroscopy and two on single- balloon enteros-
copy; 461 patients overall, 235 randomised to undergo enteros-
copy with air and 226 with CO2 insufflation) demonstrated that, 
compared with air, use of CO2 significantly increased the inser-
tion depth for antegrade enteroscopy, but not for the retrograde 
approach. The use of CO2 significantly reduced postprocedure 
abdominal pain in both retrograde and antegrade DAE.181

Use of high- flow supportive nasal oxygen therapy has shown 
reduction in hypoxaemic events (oxygen desaturation <90% for 
60 s or more) in patients undergoing gastroscopy using propofol. 
These data could be extrapolated for DAE.182

special considerations: transnasal endoscopy (TnE)
32. We recommend unsedated transnasal endoscopy as an 
acceptable alternative to conventional oral endoscopy for 
routine diagnostic upper endoscopy.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
In patients who require sedation for an upper GI examination 

but who are unable to have analgesia or sedation, TNE can be 
considered. TNE is performed without sedation using an ultra-
thin endoscope (approximate diameter 5–6 mm) inserted via the 
nasal passages. Despite the smaller diameter, the latest instru-
ments have most of the functionality of standard endoscopes, 
and numerous studies have shown TNE to have similar effective-
ness in routine practice for diagnostic upper GI endoscopy.183–185

Studies comparing tolerance for unsedated TNE and conven-
tional transoral oesophagogastroduodenoscopy (with or without 
sedation) report better patient tolerance, satisfaction and accept-
ability for TNE, using a variety of patient, nurse or endoscopist- 
reported questionnaires.186–190 Less gagging and discomfort are 
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reported with TNE, at the expense of more pain on insertion 
and a risk of mild epistaxis of up to 4%.191 Patients are also more 
likely to express a preference to undergo TNE than conven-
tional oral endoscopy in the future.186 187 191 192 The lack of stan-
dardised definitions of discomfort, tolerance and acceptability, 
the use of subjective and non- validated tools for measurement 
and lack of blinding in often small studies limits the strength of 
these findings.

TNE is also an attractive option in patients with comorbidity 
and at risk of sedation- related complications. Studies have 
shown that TNE causes fewer effects on cardiovascular function 
than sedated transoral endoscopy, with less tachycardia and less 
hypotension in some, but not all, studies.186 187 190 193 Studies 
using objective markers of cardiovascular stress, such as pulse 
rate, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and double product (DP = 
SBP × heart rate (HR)), rate–pressure product (RPP = HR × 
SBP/100) or sympathetic stimulation (power spectral analysis), 
have found less impact on these parameters than with oral 
endoscopy.187 190 194 Mori et al found that sympathetic stimula-
tion occurred only with oral endoscopy, but not with TNE.195

As TNE is performed unsedated, there are no specific sedation- 
related complications. Other complications and adverse effects 
are infrequent and limited to minor epistaxis in up to 3–4% and 
inability to pass the endoscope transnasally due to narrow nasal 
passages or altered anatomy in 3–8% of patients.196

special considerations: lower Gi endoscopy
33. We recommend for colonoscopy that alternatives to seda-
tion, including no sedation, inhalational agents and other 
adjuncts, are considered

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
In a case series of 22 725 colonoscopies in the Polish bowel 

cancer screening programme, the majority of colonoscopies 
were undertaken without any sedation (64%), and 73% of 
these patients subsequently reported no discomfort during or 
after the procedure.197 In an older case series of colonoscopies, 
when given the choice, patients were more likely to choose unse-
dated rather than sedated colonoscopy if they were male or not 
anxious before the procedure. There was no difference in caecal 
intubation rate or time to reach the caecum between the two 
groups. Although unsedated colonoscopy was statistically more 
uncomfortable, there was no reported difference in the willing-
ness to repeat the procedure if needed in future.198

In a randomised controlled trial, Entonox (50% nitrous oxide 
and 50% oxygen) has been shown to provide better control of 
pain than sedation, better patient satisfaction and more rapid 
recovery during colonoscopy.20 A systematic review concluded 
that nitrous oxide is as good at controlling pain or discomfort as 
sedation and safer.199

Another randomised trial showed that either water exchange 
during intubation and carbon dioxide (rather than air) insuffla-
tion on extubation or carbon dioxide throughout the procedure 
reduced discomfort and interference with activities on the day 
of colonoscopy.200

A number of factors can predict pain during endoscopy and 
guide clinician advice on sedation and alternatives. Female sex, 
age <40 years, previous abdominal surgery, abdominal pain as 
an indication for colonoscopy, expectation of pain, a previous 
painful colonoscopy, previous sexual abuse201 and a history of 
diverticulitis were independently associated with pain during 
colonoscopy.202

34. We suggest that lower GI endoscopy with deep sedation 
(propofol) or general anaesthesia should be available for selected 
patients undergoing planned prolonged procedures or complex 
endotherapy

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 100%
In a systematic review of 20 studies of propofol for colonos-

copy, recovery and discharge times were shorter and there was 
higher patient satisfaction. There was no difference in procedure 
time, caecal intubation rate or complications.203 In a more recent 
case series of 22 725 colonoscopies, in the Polish bowel cancer 
screening programme, undertaken with no sedation, benzodiaz-
epine/opiate or propofol, independent modifiable factors asso-
ciated with less pain during the procedure included propofol 
sedation, adequate bowel preparation, newer endoscopes and 
high colonoscopy volume endoscopists.197

In the UK, the use of propofol has been limited owing to 
concerns about its narrow therapeutic index, the lack of an anti-
dote, the need for anaesthetic support and the risk of cardio-
respiratory complications, especially in the elderly.3 It has been 
recommended that propofol (or general anaesthesia) is consid-
ered for patients undergoing planned prolonged procedures 
(>60 min) or complex endotherapy in the colon.3 Deep sedation 
can also be considered for selected patients who are unable to 
tolerate colonoscopy with standard sedation and where alterna-
tive procedures are deemed not suitable.

Concerns have been raised about an increased rate of perfo-
ration during colonoscopy and an increased rate of aspiration 
pneumonia and other anaesthetic complications following deep 
sedation with propofol. In a single- centre retrospective study 
of 118 000 colonoscopies, deep sedation with propofol was 
associated with a threefold increased risk of perforation during 
therapeutic colonoscopy.204 The results of subsequent large 
population- based studies of deep sedation and colonoscopy are 
conflicting, with three having not revealed an increased perfo-
ration risk205–207 and one revealing an increased risk in patients 
undergoing colonoscopy and polypectomy.208 All these studies 
were unable to control for the complexity of polypectomy, and 
it is possible that the increased risk in two of the studies relates 
to the underlying polyp and polypectomy rather than the use 
of deep sedation. However, all of the population- based studies 
reported an increased risk of aspiration pneumonia or anaes-
thetic complications with anaesthetic support to provide deep 
sedation with propofol.205 207 208

special considerations: high-risk groups
35. We recommend that clinicians fully discuss with patients at 
an increased risk from sedation for endoscopy (eg, due to age, 
frailty or comorbidity), the benefits and potential risks of seda-
tion and alternatives to sedation, including no sedation

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
The 2004 National Confidential Enquiry into Patient 

Outcome and Death ‘Scoping our practice’ reviewed 30- day 
mortality associated with gastrointestinal endoscopy.209 Of 
patients who died, 79% had received some form of sedation. 
Sedation was considered inappropriate in 14% of cases, with 
excessive drug doses and drug combinations, particularly in 
the elderly, being identified as issues. Reversal of sedation was 
needed in 14% of cases, often owing to poor recognition by 
endoscopists of how sensitive those with comorbidity can be to 
the effects of sedation and the use of a ‘standard’ dose of seda-
tion, most commonly 5 mg IV midazolam, which was clearly too 
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much for many patients. Following the publication of guidelines 
for standards of colonoscopy training and practice, the safety 
of sedation for colonoscopy in the UK has improved signifi-
cantly, with a national audit reporting the use of reversal agents 
during colonoscopy in only 0.1% in 2011, compared with 14% 
in 2004.210 211

36. We recommend that frail, elderly or comorbid patients 
(ASA grade 3 or greater) are given half or less of the dose 
required for younger healthy patients and need smaller incre-
mental doses, if required

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
Elderly patients (over 70 years of age) are more sensitive to 

sedative and analgesic drugs than younger patients due to a 
combination of factors, including age- related pharmacokinetic 
changes (eg, reduced hepatic and renal drug clearance), increased 
central sensitivity and blunted cardiorespiratory stimulation by 
hypoxia or hypercapnia.212 The dose of any sedation given to the 
elderly needs to be carefully considered. Subsequent incremental 
and cumulative doses should also be reduced.213 Finally, needing 
to use reversal agents for sedation has also been reported to be 
more common with increasing ASA grade, when age is adjusted 
for.214 Table 3 recommends dose adjustments in high- risk groups.

Capnography has been shown to reduce the incidences of 
hypoxaemic events during procedural sedation in emergency and 
elective dental setting.69 71 Although there is limited evidence of 
the role of capnography in GI endoscopy, we would recommend 
its use in this patient group to reduce the risk of adverse events.

37. We suggest that patients with established cardiovascular 
disease at high risk of cardiac dysrhythmias undergo ECG moni-
toring and have supplemental oxygen during endoscopy with 
sedation

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Weak.
Level of agreement: 84.6%
Cardiopulmonary adverse events are the the most common 

type of endoscopy- related events, accounting for over 60% of 
unplanned events during sedated upper GI endoscopy.215 These 
include significant cardiovascular events, such as dysrhythmias, 
angina, myocardial infarction or stroke. Patient- related risk 
factors for these events include pre- existing cardiopulmonary 
disease, advancing age, an ASA grade of 3 or above and inpa-
tient status.109 216 217 An analysis of nearly 2 million endoscopies 
revealed that age was the key predictor for cardiocerebrovascular 
events following upper GI endoscopy, which typically occurred 
within 3 days of endoscopy, but age and sedation were inde-
pendently associated with such events following colonoscopy.58

Sinus bradycardia can be induced by vagal stimulation, which 
usually occurs during stretching of the sigmoid mesentery 
during colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy. More serious 

dysrhythmias are rare during endoscopy, but assessing heart rate 
prior to endoscopy on baseline observations and using ECG 
monitoring in patients with cardiovascular disease at increased 
risk of dysrhythmias (eg, pacemaker or known dysrhythmia) 
is suggested as good practice. In addition, the endoscopist 
performing the procedure should have sufficient training to 
interpret ECG and recognition of arrythmia and when to seek 
assistance of the cardiology team.

38. We recommend that patients at risk of myocardial isch-
aemia during endoscopy with sedation should continue their 
normal anti- anginal therapy and receive supplemental oxygen 
before, during and after endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
Myocardial infarction can occur either during, or in the 

few days after, endoscopy with or without sedation. Haemo-
dynamic changes with increased myocardial oxygen demand 
and reduced myocardial perfusion during endoscopy may 
contribute.218 The following measures have been suggested to 
prevent or minimise the risk of myocardial ischemia/infarc-
tion during endoscopy: (1) pre- oxygenation in at risk patients 
and continuous oxygen during the procedure; (2) continuing 
normal anti- hypertensive or anti- anginal therapy right up 
to the endoscopy in all patients with a history of ischaemic 
heart disease; managing angina during an endoscopy by giving 
sublingual glyceryl trinitrate, oxygen and discontinuing the 
examination; and (4) if angina or myocardial infarction is 
suspected during or following endoscopy, arrange an urgent 
ECG to exclude myocardial infarction.218

39. We recommend that patients with decompensated chronic 
liver disease undergoing endoscopy with sedation should be 
assessed for hepatic encephalopathy prior to endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
Chronic liver disease can impair the metabolism of drugs 

usually administered for sedation for endoscopy. Liver dysfunc-
tion can reduce both the clearance of drugs eliminated by hepatic 
metabolism or biliary excretion and affect plasma protein 
binding.219 Chronic liver disease is also associated with a reduc-
tion in drug- metabolising activities, such as the activity of the 
CYP450 enzymes.

In a case series from Pakistan of patients undergoing endos-
copy with sedation with midazolam, 4.2% developed clinically 
overt encephalopathy following endoscopy, although all recov-
ered by 6 hours.220 This was related to higher Child- Pugh class 
and midazolam dose. The pre- endoscopy evaluation of patients 
with Child- Pugh B or C cirrhosis should therefore include an 
assessment of neuropsychiatric findings suggestive of hepatic 
encephalopathy.

Table 3 Suggested dose adjustments in high- risk groups

High- risk groups benzodiazepine opioid

Elderly/frail Reduce dose and increments Reduce dose and increments

Decompensated chronic liver disease Reduce dose and increments
50% adult dose

Reduce dose and increments
50% adult dose

Chronic renal failure (eGFR<30) Reduce dose and increments
50% adult dose

Reduce dose and increments
50% adult dose

Respiratory failure (FVC<50% predicted) Minimise dose and consider adjunctive NIV Minimise dose and consider adjunctive NIV

Chronic progressive neuromyopathic disorders (FVC<50% predicted) Minimise dose and consider adjunctive NIV Minimise dose and consider adjunctive NIV

NB: Benzodiazepines and opioids act synergistically and if co- administered further dose reduction (by, for example, 30%) should be considered. Short- acting opioids should be 
preferred.6 8

eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; FVC, forced vital capacity; NIV, non- invasive ventilation.
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40. We recommend patients with hepatic encephalopathy or 
chronic liver disease with American Society of Anesthesiologists 
(ASA) grade 4 or more who are undergoing endoscopy should 
have this undertaken with anaesthetic support

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
General anaesthesia with endotracheal intubation should 

be considered in patients with decompensated chronic liver 
disease undergoing endoscopy, if airway protection may be an 
important clinical issue. This mostly commonly arises in patients 
with chronic liver disease with gastrointestinal haemorrhage or 
other complicating factors, such as encephalopathy, that place 
the patient at high risk of aspiration.221

41. We recommend adjunctive non- invasive ventilation and 
high- flow oxygen in patients with chronic progressive neuro-
myopathic disorders and severely impaired respiratory function 
(forced vital capacity <50% predicted) undergoing endoscopy 
with conscious sedation.

Grade of evidence: Moderate. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Patients with chronic progressive neuromyopathic disorders (eg, 

motor neurone disease) often require endoscopy for the insertion 
of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) when they cannot 
safely meet their nutritional needs by the oral route. Traditionally 
this is done with conscious sedation but PEG insertion without 
sedation can be acceptable to patients and should be discussed with 
them prior to endoscopy.222 Unsedated PEG insertion has been 
facilitated in patients with chronic progressive neuromyopathic 
disorders by the availability of ultrathin endoscopes.223

We recommend multidisciplinary pre- assessment and manage-
ment of such patients undergoing endoscopy. This may include 
gastroenterologists, nutrition teams, neurologists, anaesthe-
tists and respiratory physicians, depending on the indication 
for endoscopy. Pulmonary function tests and arterial blood 
gas assessment may be helpful in risk stratification of patients 
prior to endoscopy. While there is inadequate evidence to 
mandate this in all patients, it should be considered on a case to 
case basis.224 Periprocedural NIV has been used during endos-
copy to improve oxygenation and avoid general anaesthesia 
and its attendant risks.225 The development of dedicated NIV 
equipment to permit endoscopy at the same time, allows pre- 
endoscopy, during endoscopy and postendoscopy NIV to permit 
safe and effective respiratory support for insertion of PEG 
tubes with minimal sedation in patients with chronic progres-
sive neuromyopathic disorders.226 227 There is some evidence 
that high- flow oxygen reduces the incidence of hypoxia during 
endoscopy and it may therefore have a role in high- risk groups, 
such as those with respiratory and neuromyopathic disorders.85 
Extrapolating evidence from other settings, we would recom-
mend capnography in this patient group, to reduce the risk of 
episodes of hypoxaemia.69 71

42. We recommend that patients with renal impairment (esti-
mated glomerular filtration rate <30 ml/min/1.73 m2) under-
going endoscopy with sedation should have their doses of 
opioids or benzodiazepines reduced

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
In a case series of 500 patients with upper GI bleeding, aspi-

ration pneumonia developed in 4.8% after endoscopic haemo-
stasis.228 Endotracheal intubation was required for three of them, 
and one died of the complication. Multivariate analysis revealed 
that haemodialysis (OR=3.6 (95% CI 1.2 to 11), p=0.024) was 
independently associated with developing aspiration pneumonia.

Midazolam has delayed metabolism and elimination in signif-
icant renal impairment, and the dose should be reduced if used 
for sedation. Opiates also accumulate in significant renal failure, 
and thus the doses used for sedation at endoscopy should be 
reduced and shorter- acting opiates are preferable.

43. We recommend the use of adjunctive non- invasive venti-
lation (NIV) and high- flow oxygen in patients with respiratory 
failure undergoing endoscopy

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
A small study of patients with chronic respiratory failure under-

going endoscopy, who were receiving long- term home oxygen 
therapy, found that the degree of respiratory failure influenced 
the decrease in oxygen saturation during endoscopy.229 Cardio-
pulmonary adverse events account for over 60% of unplanned 
events during sedated upper GI endoscopy.215 These include 
significant respiratory events, such as oxygen desaturation, aspi-
ration pneumonia and respiratory arrest.

We recommend multidisciplinary pre- assessment and manage-
ment of such patients undergoing endoscopy. This should 
include gastroenterologists, anaesthetists and respiratory physi-
cians. Pulmonary function tests and arterial blood gas assessment 
may be helpful in risk stratification of patients prior to endos-
copy. Dedicated NIV equipment for endoscopy permits safe and 
effective respiratory support for patients with chronic progres-
sive neuromyopathic disorders,226 227 and this approach would 
be equally applicable to patients with respiratory failure (forced 
vital capacity <50% predicted) requiring endoscopy with seda-
tion. Similarly, high- flow oxygen and capnography would also 
be beneficial and recommended in this group.85

special considerations: pregnancy and breast feeding
44. We recommend that sedation providers should be aware 
of the actions and interactions of sedative agents in pregnant 
women, including the increased risk of aspiration

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
45. The use of diazepam in the first trimester has been asso-

ciated with congenital malformations, whereas no associations 
have been reported for midazolam. We recommend single doses 
of midazolam for endoscopic procedures during pregnancy if 
clinically necessary

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 92.3%
46. We recommend that fentanyl, propofol and nitrous oxide 

(Entonox) can safely be used in pregnancy
Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%
47. We recommend that breast feeding does not need to 

be suspended after a single intravenous dose of midazolam, 
fentanyl or pethidine (or when used in combination), or after 
administration of propofol

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

Pregnancy
Endoscopic procedures can be required in pregnant and breast 
feeding women and some conditions are more prevalent in these 
patients—for example, gallstones. First and foremost, the risks 
to the patient need to be considered, both from performing an 
endoscopy and from opting for alternative, non- endoscopic 
management. From a sedation perspective there are some addi-
tional risks that need to be considered—namely, an increased 
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risk of aspiration as pregnancy progresses and the possibility of 
medication- related effects on the fetus, particularly early in preg-
nancy.230 231 Additionally, positioning for endoscopy can become 
more challenging later in pregnancy, particularly for procedures 
such as ERCP, which again may increase the aspiration risk. Early 
anaesthetic involvement is important to assess whether deep 
sedation or general anaesthesia with airway protection should 
be considered. If conscious sedation is deemed appropriate then 
the lowest effective doses should be administered. Opiates and 
propofol appear to have the best safety profile

Prolonged use of diazepam has been associated with neuro-
logical birth defects, but no study has examined single doses of 
midazolam used for an endoscopic procedure in this setting.232 
If a benzodiazepine is needed then midazolam is recommended. 
Table 4 delineates recommendations for drugs used in endos-
copy in the pregnant patient or those who are breast feeding.

Breast feeding
In general, most sedative and anaesthetic agents have poor oral 
bioavailability and although some are excreted into breast milk, 
the concentrations are low.233 Midazolam is excreted into breast 
milk, but the levels are virtually undetectable around 7 hours 
after administration, with studies finding a level of 0.004% of 
the maternal dose within 24 hours.234 235 The latest national 
guidance suggests that breast feeding can recommence once the 
patient has recovered enough cognitive function.233 236 Fentanyl 
is excreted into breast milk, but the levels are 0.024% within 24 
hours of administration, meaning that breast feeding does not 
need to be suspended.235 236 Pethidine is metabolised to norme-
peridine, which can cause neurotoxic effects. Normeperidine is 
concentrated in breast milk and has been associated with neuro-
logical effects in breastfeeding children, but one study showed 
that this was seen only in infants under 6 weeks old.237 However, 
there is no evidence that a single intravenous dose of pethidine 
leads to significant toxicity in breastfeeding infants. Propofol 
is excreted into breast milk but at very low levels and the oral 
bioavailability is low. Breast feeding after propofol does not need 
to be suspended and can be resumed as soon as the patient has 
recovered from anaesthesia.125 233 236

Adjunctive medications
Several other medications are regularly used in patients under-
going gastrointestinal endoscopy, including local anaesthetic 
agents, nitrous oxide and hyoscine. Local anaesthetic agents 
have been shown to cause fetal bradycardia when used intra-
venously, but the amounts used in topical throat spray are 
unlikely to cause problems for either the unborn child or the 
breastfeeding infant. Nitrous oxide is commonly used during 
labour and is safe. Nitrous oxide is eliminated extremely 
quickly and therefore has no consequences for the breast-
feeding infant.

Regular use of hyoscine is not recommended in pregnancy, 
but this can be a useful adjunct in both colonoscopy and ERCP. 
Fortunately, these procedures are rarely required in pregnancy but 
should a single dose of hyoscine be required then this could be 
considered. There appear to be no consequences of using hyoscine 
during breast feeding. Table 4 details safety of drugs in pregnancy.

special considerations: transition group
48. We recommend that young patients undergoing endos-
copy should participate in a structured transition programme, 
including education around the choice of sedative agents

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
49. We recommend that information about the risks and bene-

fits of endoscopy with sedation should be tailored to the indi-
vidual young person

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
Young patients (aged 16–18 years) undergoing endoscopy 

may be having investigation or endoscopic therapy for a chronic 
condition for which they have been under the care of paedi-
atric services. Young people transitioning from paediatric to 
adult services (with previous experience of endoscopy under a 
general anaesthetic) will probably benefit from participating in 
a structured transition programme.238 Such patients might have 
undergone previous procedures under general anaesthetic. This 
might influence their expectations and preconceptions when 
they move into adult services, where general anaesthetic is not 
routinely used for most endoscopic procedures.

For all young patients, a discussion about the choice of seda-
tion and alternatives (such as the use of a general anaesthetic) 
will be framed on a case- by- case basis. Factors such as patient 
anxiety, complexity and length of the procedures should be 
taken into account.

Young people (16–18 years) are presumed to have capacity 
to consent for endoscopic procedures.22 Parents and other 
primary caregivers may assist in the discussions with the young 
person about the procedure. Information should be provided in 
a format that is suitable for the individual patient. The intended 
effect of sedation in a young person is the same as in an adult 
population—that is, to facilitate a successful endoscopic proce-
dure by minimising anxiety or discomfort.239

special considerations: including learning disability
50. We recommend that in patients with cognitive impairment 
and/or learning disability, an assessment of capacity is carried 
out to inform the discussion around choice of sedation

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Table 4 Drugs in pregnancy and breast feeding

Agent Pregnancy breast feeding

Local anaesthetic throat spray Compatible for use Compatible for use

Nitrous oxide Compatible for use Compatible for use

Hyoscine Single dose probably safe if needed Compatible for use

Benzodiazepines Diazepam to be avoided
Midazolam can be used for procedural sedation

Breast feeding can continue when mother alert and awake

Opioids Compatible for use Breast feeding can continue when mother awake and alert

Propofol Compatible for use Breast feeding can continue when mother alert and awake
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Level of agreement: 100%
51. We recommend that if during a sedated endoscopy, the 

patient appears to be tolerating the procedure poorly, the endos-
copist should stop the procedure (if safe to do so) in order to 
assess the patient’s wishes and decide if the procedure should be 
abandoned and alternatives arranged

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 92.3%
There is primary legislation covering capacity in England, Wales 

and Scotland.240 241 In Northern Ireland, common law governs 
decision- making around medical interventions in those who lack 
capacity.242 In all parts of the UK, the laws governing the medical 
care of patients who lack capacity presume that an adult has 
capacity unless it has been clearly established that they do not. 
For patients with cognitive impairment or learning disability, an 
assessment of capacity should therefore be undertaken to deter-
mine if the patient is able to give consent for the procedure.

The mental capacity legal framework allows for the use of 
proxy decision- makers (lasting power of attorney relevant to 
health and welfare or a court- appointed deputy), an advanced 
directive/statement and the use of an independent mental 
capacity advocate. The process of consent takes into account the 
patient’s best interests.

The consent process will include a consideration of the use 
and risk of sedation and potential alternatives, such as general 
anaesthetic or investigations that do not use sedative drugs. In 
order to share information about the procedure with the patient, 
information may need to be provided in a number of different 
formats. Pictures and/or verbal descriptions may be more appro-
priate than written information for some patients, and the 
patient’s preferred method of communication should be ascer-
tained to facilitate consent.

Preparation for a procedure undertaken under sedation 
requires a period of psychological preparation.1 This may be 
particularly pertinent for patients with learning disabilities. 
Carers play an important role in preparing the patient for the 
procedure and in facilitating the consent process. Learning 
disability teams exist in most hospitals and should be used to 
support the consent process for this patient group.

A full set of recommendations relating to consent for patients 
undergoing gastrointestinal endoscopy with and without capacity 
is provided in separate BSG guidance.22

During an endoscopic procedure, if a patient appears to be 
tolerating the procedure poorly or gives any other indication 
that they wish the procedure to stop, the endoscopist should, if 
possible, stop the procedure and attempt to establish the patient’s 
concerns. It may be appropriate to recommence the endoscopy 
following reassurance or the administration of further sedation. 
The administration of sedation in patients with prior capacity 
may lead to a degree of cognitive impairment such that it can 
be difficult to assess capacity during the test. If the endoscopist 
establishes that the patient has capacity and wishes the proce-
dure to be discontinued (withdrawal of consent), the proce-
dure should be stopped, unless this would result in the patient 
coming to immediate harm. If a patient, regardless of capacity, 
has persistent distress, termination of the procedure should be 
considered and alternatives discussed and arranged.

special considerations: lone working
52. We recommend that a minimum of two appropriately trained 
endoscopy assistants are required for endoscopic procedures in 
which sedation has been administered

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
53. We recommend that sedation should be administered only 

if there is immediate access to the resources (staff and facilities) 
required to manage complications of sedation

Grade of evidence: Very Low. Strength of recommendation: 
Strong.

Level of agreement: 100%
For patients undergoing deep sedation, a dedicated sedationist 

will be present. For most endoscopic procedures undertaken 
under conscious sedation, the endoscopist will be the person 
responsible for administering sedative drugs. While performing 
the endoscopic procedure, the operator may have insufficient 
situational awareness to monitor the patient’s condition safely. 
A minimum of two endoscopy assistants is required.1 While one 
assistant may be assisting with the endoscopic procedure, the 
other assistant should be entirely focused on monitoring the 
patient and is responsible for alerting the endoscopist to any 
important changes.

In the event of a complication of sedation arising, such as 
respiratory depression or a cardiorespiratory arrest, the endos-
copy assistant should have the skills to assist in managing the 
medical emergency. Endoscopy assistants should have appro-
priate training (and timely retraining) to undertake this role.

Some endoscopy is undertaken in units outside an acute 
hospital. Sedation should only be administered in the non- 
hospital setting if adverse events related to sedation can be 
immediately managed. The range of facilities (including imme-
diate access to a resuscitation trolley) and the skills of available 
staff that can be immediately mobilised in the event of a compli-
cation of sedation should be commensurate to that available in 
an acute hospital.1

Training
54. We recommend that all endoscopy staff responsible for risk 
assessing, administering sedation and monitoring of patients, 
undergo formal training in the recognition and management of 
related complications, and this should be a continuing process

Grade of evidence: Low. Strength of recommendation: Strong.
Level of agreement: 100%

Current gap in training
Appropriate training in sedation practices and in the recognition 
and management of potential complications are vital aspects of 
training for endoscopists. In the UK, the 2004 National Confi-
dential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death (NCEPOD)209 
highlighted an existing gap in sedation training for endoscopists, 
with only 35% of surveyed endoscopists having attended a seda-
tion course. A subsequent survey of UK gastroenterology higher 
specialty trainees a few years later showed that only 49% had 
received sedation training.243 The need for formal training for all 
practitioners providing sedation has been recognised as a matter 
of priority by the RCoA140 and the AoMRC.1 77

Available curricula
The Multisociety Sedation Curriculum for Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopy,125 the Society of Gastroenterology and Endos-
copy Nurses and Associates (ESGE/ESGENA)244 and the UK 
AoMRC77 have provided curricula and competency assess-
ment guidance for sedation training. A common denominator 
across all guidelines is the need for training in both theoretical 
and practical skills related to sedation and potential associated 
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complications, involving both endoscopists and assisting staff. 
The training must include recognition of airway compromise, 
with inadvertent entry into a deeper plane of sedation than 
intended, in addition to basic life support for all staff within 
endoscopy. In addition, at least one member of the endoscopy 
team within every room should have training in immediate 
life support according to RCoA guidance. All endoscopy units 
should ensure this recommendation on immediate life support 
training is implemented in the next 2 years.

Formal evaluation of such training programmes to demon-
strate improved objective patient safety outcomes is, however, 
lacking.4 245

In the UK, JAG have endorsed multiple national endoscopy 
courses for trainees, focusing on the knowledge and technical and 
non- technical skills required to perform safe endoscopies. The 
basic upper GI and lower GI courses are mandatory for trainees 
wishing to attain full certification in respective endoscopic 
modalities.246 Some objectives relating to sedation competencies 
are covered in most of these courses, but the content does not 
cover the breadth and depth offered by the ESGE/ESGENA244 
(online supplemental appendix 3) and expected by the AoMRC 
(online supplemental appendix 4).1 Unsurprisingly, a previous 
survey of UK gastroenterology trainees has highlighted gaps 
in trainees’ knowledge on sedation agents.243 To increase the 
validity of training courses on safe sedation by non- anaesthetists, 
the RCoA also recommends the involvement of anaesthetists in 
the training of non- anaesthetists in the provision of safe seda-
tion.140 A commercial ‘National Safe Sedation’ course, endorsed 
by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, and supported by 
the RCoA is available to UK trainees but not mandated.13 247

Guideline implications for service providers
The recommendations in this guideline might have implications 
for endoscopy services, including significant costs. Although 
most units have existing robust processes to ensure the quality 
and safety of endoscopic procedures, the clinical landscape is 
continually evolving, with the ability to perform increasingly 
complex, and/or prolonged procedures in ageing and often 
frail patients. The importance of individualised patient consent 
that emphasises proportionality of risk has been highlighted 
in GMC91 and BSG guidance,22 and this extends to choice of 
sedation method(s) for endoscopy. Units may need to review 
information provided to patients regarding sedation, including 
alternatives—for example, general anaesthesia, use of no seda-
tion, etc, in their consent and pre- assessment processes. Use 
of non- pharmacological interventions as adjuncts to sedation 
and regular auditing of patient experience of sedation might 
also have implications for services, as might the recommenda-
tion that patients with OSA or with a BMI ≥35 kg/m2 should 
undergo formal pre- assessment.

The recommendation for ECG monitoring and consideration 
of capnography for specific groups and patients having proce-
dures under deep sedation or GA might have implications for 
equipment costs and training, but many of these procedures will 
be performed in operating theatres where such facilities already 
exist. The expanded use of deep sedation or GA support for 
patients undergoing interventional procedures such as complex 
ERCP, interventional EUS or DAE might also impact units where 
these are currently performed under mild–moderate sedation. 
The recommendations for enhanced monitoring, including 
monitoring of patients with established cardiac disease, the 
need for anaesthetic support for patients with advanced chronic 
liver disease (eg, ASA grade 4, hepatic encephalopathy) and the 

availability of non- invasive ventilation (NIV) high- flow oxygen 
and capnography for those with severe neuromyopathic disease 
or respiratory failure might also have implications for service 
providers.

Lastly, there is a need to ensure that all endoscopy staff 
involved in the care of patients undergoing sedation have formal 
training in safe sedation practices, including the recognition and 
management of sedation- related complications and this should 
be a career- long continuing process. This might require addi-
tional funding for training courses.

The use of inhalational agents (Entonox) as an alternative to 
sedation has implications for the environment and sustainability. 
Hospitals should review the overall gas strategy in every depart-
ment, and scavenging and catalytic destruction systems should 
be considered.

Areas for development, audit and research
Many of the recommendations in this guideline are based on 
low- quality evidence, which is a limitation, and there is need for 
further audit and research in many areas of sedation practice for 
GI endoscopy.

The impact of PREMs as quality metrics to measure patient 
experience of comfort and sedation during endoscopic proce-
dures merits further research.

The impact of pre- assessment, especially in reducing adverse 
events in patients at higher risk of sedation- related complica-
tions, requires further evaluation. This includes patients with 
OSA, BMI ≥35 kg/m2, those with significant cardiorespiratory 
disease or other major comorbidities. Similarly, the role of ECG 
monitoring in these patients merits further study. Within this 
guideline, we have recommended the use of capnography as per 
RCoA, for specific high- risk groups and prolonged procedures 
under moderate sedation. This warrants further study including 
a NICE technology appraisal to clarify the value of these inter-
ventions in these patient groups to support additional funding of 
infrastructure and personnel training. The GDG would modify 
these recommendations if future studies showed clear benefit in 
other patient populations or procedures.

There is low- quality evidence that many adverse events occur 
late after endoscopy—for example, infections, thromboembolic 
or circulatory events, and large scale, prospective studies of the 
true rate of late postendoscopy, sedation- related complications 
are required.

We have not suggested any change to the recommendation 
that patients should not drive, operate machinery, etc for 24 
hours following sedation to remain in line with recommenda-
tions of other authorities (RCoA, BNF) but this merits further 
study, recognising that such research may be logistically diffi-
cult to design and undertake. Various factors can affect patient 
comfort levels, including previous abuse. The evidence in this 
area is lacking and merits further study in the future.
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